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Access denied

to underagers
Turret Nightclub only open to 19

and older on 'regular' Turret

nights; WLUSU BOD postpones
talks indefinitely about procedure
BRYN BOYCE

Opinion Editor

WLUSU President, Steven

Welker,-has enacted a

procedural policy change that

effectively forbids underage

patrons from entering the Turret

Nightclub on "Turret Nights,"

every Thursday and Saturday.
No similar proposal was put for-

ward for Wilf's.

Welker released his proposal
to the Board of Directors in late

August and informed this top

decision-making body on

September 5 that "until we know

otherwise, that is the procedure."
O-Week volunteers had already
been informed of the change.

"Until we know

otherwise, that is the

procedure."

- Steve Welker, WLUSU President

"It's no new news that the risk

adverse climate that we exist in

has affected our operating proce-

dures," wrote Welker in a memo

to the Union's Board of

Directors. He went on to make

his case for the policy change by

stating that not only do these

younger students pose a great
risk to the University-controlled

liquor license but "very few

underage students were taking

advantage of their ability to

enter our alcohol serving opera-

tions" last year anyway.

The underage policy that was

set up in communication with

Ontario's Alcohol and Gaming
Commission (AGCO) last year

was an attempt to to reach a

compromise with the also under-

age-laden double cohort class.

The policy permitted 40 students

entry into Wilf's and 80 in the

Turret, both numbers represent

space that first years should be

allotted assuming that each year-

level deserves a proportional
amount of space.

Even with this compromise,
the threat of AGCO sanctions

was always a reality.
Ab Campion, Head of Media

Relations at the AGCO, agreed
that since the entrance of the

double cohort class, the inspec-
tion teams have been more dili-

gent in their spot checks and

"weekend blitz's" that target

numerous local bars at the same

time.

The AGCO, which is a gov-

eminent regulator in charge of

enacting government laws and

regulations concerning the sale

of alcohol, has the ability to

impose conditions on, suspend
or even revoke the University's
liquor license should someone

get caught drinking underage on

campus.

In speaking with Cord News,

Campion confirmed that at no

time in recent memory has either

the Turret or Wilf's had any

issues regarding liquor viola-

tions. That being said. Dan

Robert. WLUSU Vice President:

Student Services, said that 18

people were guilty of either drug

or alcohol violations during this

year's O-Week On-Campus
Party.

During the entirety of last

year, 20-25 underage drinking
infractions were caught by
WLUSU according to the

Union's Vice President: Student

Activities. Sanya Grujicic.
Despite these serious risks

many critics have attacked

WLUSU for enacting Welker's

policy change. On the one hand,

Directors like Tiffany Strobe!

point out that excluding under-

age students—who pay student

fees as well— on the two best

nights at the Turret is being
unfair.

Mike McMahon, WLUSU' s

General Manager emphasized in

an undated memo to Welker that

"due to the darkness of the envi-

ronment [and] high numbers in

attendance." Turret security can-

not adequately monitor the

April Cunningham

An animated Nick Murphy, WLUSU director, declared that the procedural change to restrict underage
students from the Turret on regular Turret nights was "too fast and too soon." The motion was tabled

indefinitely at the board meeting on Sunday Sept 5.

Racingtothefinish

Caitlin Hewlett

Emerging from the air-filled obstacle course, these Orientation Week participants took full advan-

tage of the activities going on at the Get Involved Fair Wednesday morning on Willison Field. Other

students and volunteers were found perusing the booths many campus clubs and organizations had

set up to encourage student involvement and promote volunteer opportunities.

Alexisonfire heats

up the Turret

Orientation

Week musical

guest gets the

thumbs up
DAVE RICCI

Staff Writer

During lasl year's Orientation

Week, the frosh of Laurier were

subjected to the ranting and ego
of Matthew Good. Confessing
that he was sick and had partak-
en in a hefty serving of NyQuil,
he managed to insult the school

and leave hoards of frosh in utter

disappointment.
This year, possibly striving

for a credible act as opposed to

an arrogant has-been. Laurier

invited the infectious hardcore

act Alexisonfire to grace the

Turret Stage.
After a long day of cheering

and school spirit, the frosh wait-

ed anxiously in front of the

Turret stage for ail evening of

punk and hardcore.

Starting the night off was the

melodic hardcore band, The

Reason. They burst onto the

Turret stage with a storm of

intense vocals and soaring guitar
breakdowns. Although most

opening bands don't get any love

from concert goers, this was not

the case for The Reason. The

crowd of frosh, perhaps venting
from the day of endless cheer-

ing, was not hesitant to start up a

good old fashion circle pit. With

a solid opening act. the crowd

was ready for more.

- Please see Underage, page 4

Please see Concert, page 26



News

Frosh get taste ofLaurier

FRASER KING

News Editor

Another
Orientation Week

has begun and the Laurier

campus has been flooded with

newly arrived colour-coded

frosh.

The on-campus population

surged as 2100 frosh were greet-

ed and moved in by almost 600

orientation week volunteers.

Orientation Week coordinator

Jess Harrison said of the first

few days that "so far everything
has been good, there have been

no huge lines and the weather

hasn't been a factor at all."

The newly arrived students

are excited with the Orientation

Week events, almost over-

whelmed by the enthusiasm of

the volunteers. Monika

Egnescett, a first year business

student noted that "this place has

lots of school spirit." Similarly,
Andrew Naeck, also first year

business, stated "I am not used to

this much cheering."

Despite long hours, constant

cheering and hardcore demon-

strations of enthusiasm the

Orientation Week volunteers are

having a great time. ERT volun-

teer and Board of Directors

member, Fraser McCracken,

noted that, "there is a lot of stress

on volunteers. I think they are

being very professional - it is a

lot of work but they still remain

cheerful." McCracken was also

impressed with the way

Orientation Week was unfolding,

stating, "everything is running

surprisingly smoothly - there

were no long lines."

This year is the 40th anniver-

sary of Shinerama at Laurier as a

fundraiser for Cystic Fibrosis

(CF). The goal that has been set

for Shinerama by the coordina-

tors is to raise $150,150 for CF

research. Harrison said that the

"the slogan this year is, are you

seeing double?" in reference to

the dual 150s. The goal last year

was $123,456 and over $175,000

was raised; however, Harrison

was doubtful that such a feat

could be duplicated, noting, "we

hope to beat our goal, but it may

be difficult to beat last year's
total, last year there were 500

more students."

Cord
clippings

National

PM Promises amidst protestors

The federal government is

seeking a medicare reform

agreement which would kow-

tow to the whims of individual

provinces, notably Alberta and

Quebec, explained Prime

Minister Paul Martin who was

forced to cancel an outdoor

event due to the appearance of

several protestors. While all of

the provinces could not agree

on a national medicare reform,

all premiers are committed to

the creation of a national phar-

macare plan.

Provincial

Councillours want new council

A group of Ontario professors
are proposing a new advisory
council in the attempt to pre-
vent the government from hav-

ing direct control over univer-

sity funding. A council that did

the same was abolished in

1996 after 46 years of imple-
mentation.

Local

I want to kill Michael Jackson

A 26 year old man from

Waterloo has been charged
after sending a threatening
email to Michael Jackson. The

exact content of the email has

not been released by the

Waterloo police.

News Bites

Student Death

Laurier student Amy Trethewey

recently passed away in an auto-

mobile accident in late August.
Memorial donations can be made

to a scholarship fund set up in

her name through the funeral

home.

Charity Victim of Theft

A trailer valued at $2600 was

stolen from the Waterloo region
Habitat for Humanity. The trailer

was secured with locks and

chains and a reward is available

for the return of the trailer.
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Brantford's 2.2 million dollar "interpretation"
APRIL CUNNINGHAM

News Editor

The recent approval of a

$564,000 grant from the

city of Brantford has put the

wheels in motion for the devel-

opment of a new WLUSU stu-

dent centre at Laurier's

Brantford campus. After its

September 2005 completion, the

centre will be the first student-

owned property on a university

campus in Canada.

"The city is just ecstatic to

have the students and the

University here," says Sara

Neziol, Brantford Campus'
elected Comissioner.

The grant covers 25 percent of

the $2.2 million project initiated

by the Students' Union.

"I really believe in this project
and when you believe in some-

thing like this, it's easier to com-

municate it,"says Steve Welker,

President and CEO of WLUSU.

"I truly believe that this is what

students want."

Welker, along with Neziol and

Mike McMahon, the General

Manager of WLUSU, made a

series of presentations to the

Brantford City Council earlier

this spring and throughout the

summer to lobby for funding and

to agree on the building's design.
At the proposed site of the

student centre lies the 144 year-

old Wyatt Purcell heritage build-

ing. Neziol says the city's her-

itage committee was determined

to "ensure some heritage [was]

preserved in the building."

"We needed to build the

building for a certain amount of

money, and that simply was not

possible using that building,"

says Welker. He says it was nec-

essary to work with the commit-

tee to incorporate their sugges-
tions into the drawings. Welker

describes the new vision as more

of a "modern interpretation" of

the Wyatt Purcell centre, rather

than a "replicate."

Despite the changes, the

building will serve a number of

purposes that both Welker and

Neziol agree will benefit not

only the students, but also the

surrounding community.
"It's going to have such an

impact on students," says
Neziol. She says that even dur-

ing the Brantford Campus'
Orientation Week, there are 225

new students that can't be held

on campus for orientation activi-

ties - they instead rent the use of

local churches and other nearby

buildings.
After demolition and recon-

struction the student centre will

house offices of WLUSU offi-

cials, Foot Patrol and commit-

tees. There will also be room for

a coffee bar, a quiet study space

and computer labs. Student

Services will reside on the sec-

ond floor while a multi-purpose
space will be available in the

basement. Welker says that the

community groups with "worth-

while causes" will be able to use

this space.

"We've done our best to cre-

ate a resource to the communi-

ty," he says. "Aesthetically, a

brand new building is positive,"
he adds.

Neziol also says that the

University is "really cleaning up

the downtown."

But all this does not come

without a cost to students.

Two years ago a referendum

was passed by the persistence of

Ben Durr, Chair of the Board of

Directors in 2002 - 2003. Since

then, Brantford students have

been paying a $35 fee per term

toward their building fund.

The rest of the cash will be

provided by WLU Development
funds along with a loan taken

out by WLUSU. Welker hopes
the rent paid by Student Service

offices will make substantial

contributions to these loan pay-

ments.

Welker agrees that this is a

huge investment that will be

using resources from both cani-

puses for the project come to its

realization. When asked if he

thought this investment is worth-

while for such a small campus of

around 1000 students, Welker

said, "it may be less necessary to

have a student centre, but

Brantford will continue to grow,

as will its needs."

"We have to be proactive in

looking to the future as well."

April Cunningham

The existing Wyatt Purcell is a recognized hertitage site and WLUSU's new student centre will retain its

original aesthetic as shown in the architect's proposed replica, above.
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underagers in the bar.

Some of the solutions pro-

posed during the Board meeting
included improving security,

offering distinct wet/dry sections

inside the Turret and even pur-

chasing a breathalyzer.
Several members in the

gallery stood up to voice their

opinion on the issue. Bernard

Dawson, a 4th year student,

chastised the board for making a

"bad first impression" on the

first years. Others pointed out

that banning first years now,

may lead these students away

from the Tunet once they do

reach the legal drinking age.

In his memo, McMahon wrote

that fears of losing first year

business at the Turret once they
do reach 19 are unfounded.

Despite this, he states that "the

true measure of success in cur-

rent performance and long-range

profit potential for service mar-

keters is customer satisfaction

and brand loyalty.

"We should open this

up to students. That's

the whole point of

representation - to

have dialogue, not

monologue."

- Nick Murphy, WLUSU Director

These two measures, howev-

er, are at the very root of this

hotly debated issue. The speed at

which Welker and WLUSU have

put this change into effect has

worried many directors. They
feel that they were circumvented

in the process and what's worse,

the students have not been con-

sulted either. Director Nick

Murphy urged the Board to

"open this up to students. That's

the whole point of representation
- to have dialogue, not mono-

logue."
It's not clear what events

Welker is planning to run

throughout the year, but certain-

ly last year's efforts at offering

dry event programming fell flat

on its face, with few students

coming out and even fewer

enjoying themselves.

Daddy Mac

honoured with

prestigious award

BLAIR FORSYTH-STARK

Staff Writer

Laurier's Dean of Students,

David McMurray, was the

recipient of the Canadian

Association of College

University Student Services

(CACUSS) highest honour in

late June. The Award of Honour

is given to those individuals

who show an exceptional and

unwavering commitment to stu-

dent services.

"It couldn't be any bet-

ten unless it came from

the students them-

selves."

- David McMurray, Dean of

Students

The award was presented to

McMurray at a conference held

in Manitoba. The night before

the conference the dean was left

"breathless, humbled and

delighted" upon hearing that he

had won the award.

As a member of CACUSS

for 30 years, McMurray was

elected president for a two-year

term beginning in 2000. As

well he served on the Board of

Directors on as many as 10 dif-

ferent occasions and acting as

president of the Student Affairs

and Services Association

(SASA), a division of

CACUSS.

"It's the best form of recog-

nition," said McMurray, "when

you are recognized by the peo-

ple you work with - it couldn't

be any better unless it came

from the students themselves."

Among McMurray's other

accolades is SASA's highest

honour, The Recognition
Award, which he received in

1992.

"It's always gratifying when

people outside of WLU recog-

nize the calibre and contribu-

tions of someone like David

McMurray," said Steven

Welker, President and CEO of

Wilfrid Laurier's Student

Union. "David's dedication to

his vision for student services is

unequalled in the nation and

deserves to be recognized,"

continued Welker.

"I was representing
Laurier... whenever I do things

nationally, it's on behalf of

Wilfrid Laurier University,"
noted a proud McMurray.

April Cunningham

Dean David McMurray was presented with the CACUSS highest
honour for his exceptional commitment to Student Services.

WLUSU first student union to be

granted coat ofarms

SHAWN PARKER

Cord News

A groundbreaking five-years-in-

the-making initiative for

WLUSU was completed on July

20, 2004, when union officials

made public the official

WLUSU coat of arms, with pre-

sentations at both municipal and

provincial levels.

WLUSU Chair of the Board

of Directors, Lyndsey Jones,

made the Waterloo presentation
to Mayor Herb Epp. The

achievement denotes the 25th

anniversary of the Union, and it

also marks the first time a stu-

dent organization has been

granted such an honour.

"Our numerous agreements

with WLU, the services that we

offer to students and the employ-

ment opportunities that our busi-

ness operations provide to

Laurier students [are all reasons

for the accreditation]. Also of

consideration was our contribu-

tion to the strength of volun-

teerism and sense of community
on campus," Jones said.

Minister of Training, Hon.

Mary-Anne Chambers, was also

presented with the Coat of Anns,

in a ceremony held in Toronto.

She was unavailable for com-

ment.

Spanning years, various

WLUSU boards, various mem-

bers and executives, the Coat of

Arms is in and of itself a testa-

ment to the spirit and dedication

of WLU. When the project was

launched early in 1999, the goal

was to have it completed in time

for Laurier's 25th anniversary
celebrations. It was no easy feat.

"The Coat of Arms itself, and

the process of applying for and

receiving it, is a symbol of the

projects that WLUSU volun-

teers, directors and employees
undertake - projects that may

not see their completion within a

year, but the results of which are

long lasting and serve to provide
a positive experience for stu-

dents on campus," said Jones.

With no immediate pay-offs
and a number of delays, the proj-
ect was seen to completion by no

less than three top-level
WLUSU executives, including
Jones herself, Eric Davis (former

Chair of the Standing
Committee of Constitutional and

Operational development), and

Paul Tambeau (former Vice

President, Finance and

Administration).

Similar to the way responsi-

bility and delegation is passed
and shared between members of

the Students' Union, Jones says

all members of the Laurier com-

munity, students above all else,

can be proud of this monumental

achievement.

"The Coat of Arms means that

future Laurier students can look

to their representative body as

one that is constantly innovating
and providing for the needs of

students," said Jones.

April Cunningham

WLUSU was honoured with a coat of arms this summer. The project was initiated years ago and WLUSU

officials have continued to push the project along to its completion through several terms

Underage students find themselves

hopelessly Turret-less as year begins
- Underage from cover

4 News
The Cord "Weekly - Thursday September 9, 2004



Bag O'
CRIME

SUSPICIOUS PERSON

1135 Hours, Wednesday July 14

Officers responded to a report of a sus-

picious person sleeping in a lounge on

the 3rd floor of the Aird Building. The

individual appeared to be a street per-

son. He was identified and sent on his

way with a warning.

THEFT UNDER $5000

15-17 Hours, Saturday July 17

Person(s) unknown broke into a car

parked in lot 13 and rummaged through
it. A pair of sunglasses was stolen.

FAIL TO REMAIN MVA

1130 Hours, Monday August 30

Mail Services staff reported that some-

one had struck the mail van causing
minor damage and then left the scene.

DANGEROUS DRIVING

900 Hours, Wednesday Sept. 1

A staff member reported a vehicle being
driven in an erratic manner on Mid

Campus Drive The owner of the vehicle

was contacted and warned.

MEDICAL ASSIST

1247 Hours, Wednesday Sept. 1

Officers responded to University
Stadium after receiving a call that an

ambulance had been called. Ambulance

personnel were already on scene when

officers arrived. The injured football

player refused to go to hospital.

During this time period, two warnings
and one provincial offence notice were

issued for Liquor Act violations.

Around this time in Wilfrid

Laurie History
Draught in the Turret

September 4 1992 marked the first time

draught would be available in the Turret,

as an alternative to bottles and cans.

Pricing for the draught was originally set

without considering the percentage of

the cost of goods sold and resulted in an

"emergency" WLUSU Board of

Directors meeting. The WLUSU

Business Manager, Tim Jipnka, was

brought into explain the procedure,
which apparently was still confusing for

some of the directors who just adopted a

random price in an earlier meeting.

Prices were expected to be $2.30 for a

12-ounce glass in the Turret and $3.60

for a 20-ounce glass in Wilf's after the

confusion settled.

John McHutchion

Thursday September 10, 1992

Shinerama throughout the ages

September 6. 1986 students raised

$25,000 for Shinerama. There were 483

first year students participating in the

annual event. This was the first year that

there was a competition between Laurier

and Western. The total raised was

$38,000. Who won? You make the ca11...

News Bites...part deux

Manhunt

Waterloo Regional Police have.obtained a

warrant for the arrest of Mark Arthur

Moschuk of Kitchener in connection with

three armed robberies. Moschuk faces

numerous charges including theft and

robbery with a firearm, Moschuk is con-!
sidered armed and dangerous and should:

not be approached.
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Don't just consult

your mirror, Steve

It may just be a necessary evil.

We hate to see any group of

students marginalized on cam-

pus, but the liquor license can't

be put at risk.

Too many students rely on the

jobs that the Turret and Wilf's

provide.
The more disturbing issue in

this whole debate isn't surround-

ing the fairness of Steve

Welker's procedural change, it's

the manner in which he went

about making it.

This is governmental trans-

parency at its most opaque.

Right away the students

affected by this new policy
haven't seen even the faintest

effort on WLUSU's part to

include them in the decision. Not

only did they not elect the people

making these decisions, they

didn't even get a chance to

engage in any discourse.

Even the WLUSU Board of

Directors had this change thrust

upon them, under the assump-

tion that they indeed would

decide the Union's direction.

Their job and mandateis to rep-

resent the students and then act

in their interests. They're the

players, not the audience.

Welker, despite providing
them with a proposal outlining

his intent, did not make it clear

that this change would be a real-

ity irrespective of the board's

wishes.

In acting in such a swift man-

ner, Welker has already shown

that he has no genuine interest in

showing respect to the Board

and offers lip service instead.

In the February 4, 2004 edi-

tion of The Cord Weekly, sever-

al editors warned that Welker's

interest in issues of representa-

tion was suspect at best.

This may have been the move

that we need to take for the time

being, but the issue has been

tabled indefinitely in the Board

and needs to be addressed with

input from a wider audience.

More stakeholders than just

Welker and a few Union staff

members should make the deci-

sions in this Union.

Drop the age, not just the

underage students

Does it feel like you're missing

something in life? Too few beers

to quench your thirst? So sorry,

friend, now the man is telling

you that you
can't even play

grab-ass in the Turret unless

you're 19 either. The liquor

license would just be placed too

much at risk.

The debate has bounced

around from concerns of losing
our license entirely to the argu-

ment that it is a fundamental

requirement that WLUSU pro-

vide for their students —even

those that are still underage.
WLUSU President, Steve

Welker and Anthony Piscitelli,

the Vice President: University

Affairs have shot back and

banned underagers from the

Turret on Thursdays and

Saturdays, justifying it by stating

that if the license is gone then so

are the jobs and profits that the

Turret provides.
What have the two of you

done to sort out a long-term

solution to this soon-to-be-

perennial problem of welcoming

underage first years but forbid-

ding them from enjoying its

night life? Certainly both of you

don't honestly believe that your

'policy of exclusion' is a realistic

and responsible solution?

If either of you have any gen-

uine interest in maintaining the

integrity of the Turret in the eyes

of this year's incoming class or

those of the future, you will take

all possible steps to lobby the

Provincial government to drop
the drinking age. Certainly

Waterloo, with two universities,

a college and numerous bars and

clubs, will have a strong base of

support for such a lobby.

We'll even point you in the

right direction, the man you

should talk to is Jim Watson,

Ontario's Minister of Consumer

and Business Practices, who

heads up the department in

charge of these issues. While

The Cord Weekly agrees that the

protection of the license is a crit-

ically important move, it most

certainly does not absolve either

you Mr. Welker, or anyone in the

Business Operations or

Representation side of the Union

from their responsibilities to the

student body.
You know that slogan you

love using? "Providing for the

needs of students" Well, it's time

to live up to your committ-

ments.

Editorial

Screw the debt, drop
the drinking age
Bryn Boyce

Opinion Editor

I have a confession to make. In

my first year at Laurier, at the

tender age of 18, I was enticed

into drinking an Indian liquor
called feni. My friend picked it

up for three dollars on a trip to

India. Sure is a globalized world

hey?
Feni was the absolute most

vile substance I have ever tasted

and probably ever will. I'd real-

ly consider placing it somewhere

between 'used diapers' and 'ass

pus' on the spectrum of bad

tastes.

Anyway, the shots were pretty

potent, I remember hearing some

obscene number like 70 percent

alcohol. After a few shots our

floor made the jaunt out the door

and to the On-Campus party

with a few stragglers following

Myself included.

I remember pulling my ish

together long enough to get past

initial security and even up the

treacherous flights of stairs lead-

ing to Wilf's. Certainly a walk I

now handle with ease.

At the time, my Feni induced

stupor had gotten me... happy...

and probably really annoying to

be around. Regardless my new-

found floor friends and I rolled

into Wilf's. Somehow I led the

way.

The biggest mistake you can

make entering a bar is attempt-

ing to partially hi-five, partially
wave to a bouncer patrolling the

entrance. Out of nowhere (read:

directly to my left) a strong-

willed security guard briskly

grabbed my arm and guided me

down to Security Services.

As any drunk would, I stam-

mered through a few lines that

went something like, "Aie heav-

en had a nthing to drink...wehll I

had four Hike and hourr ag000...

ok, in all honesty, I'm fucking

ripped." And luckily for me the

gents at security services drove

me home in their leather padded
Crown Vic (I remember that

interior like I rode in it yester-

day) and dumped me off at

WCH at 10:20. That even puts

Cinderella herself to shame.

I avoided JAC entirely, God

was looking out for me, and still

wound up just as smashed at bars

(be it on campus or off) as fre-

quently as possible after my

19th. The key is to hold off until

you're legally allowed to be

completely wrecked... or wait...

isn't that against Ontario's

Liquor License Act as well?

I guess
this is the part where,

as a 20 year-old, I should repent

my foolish drinking years (still

ongoing) and tell you that you

don't need alcohol to have fun.

Or maybe some cheese about the

merits of drinking socially and

notbinge drinking (which appar-

ently means having just a five-

drink teaser.)

The truth is that alcohol, for

better or for worse, is an integral

part of university life for a vast

majority of students regardless

of age and always has been. We

molest alcohol so heavily that

Kobe Bryant, Michael Jackson

and R. Kelly combined have

absolutely nothing on our demo-

graphic.
No child should have to miss

out on good bar nights because

of some archaic law that tried to

keep the beers out of our hands

as high schoolers. Everyone's

heard that tired line, "I can fight

and die for me country (unlikely

even if you tried) but I can't

have a drop to drink."

We really need to see some

grass roots movement in this

issue. The age has to drop. Sure

it's not a valiant cause, there's no

crusade here and even the rabid

Marxists are having a hard time

building a case centred on

oppression.
But every group in society has

their own cultural traits. The

business men have their coke

and stripper parties (a la

Requiem for a Dream), the soc-

cer moms have their gossip

groups and SUVs, and we stu-

dents, well we just get blotto

upwards of three times a week

for no other reason than because

we can.

(Now, who said I couldn't hit 30 ignorant stereo-

types in 500 words or less?)
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Opinion'

An ode to the O-Week
It may seem silly now, but it serves a good purpose

Caitlin Howlett

Editor-in-Chief

irates are sexy, but only if
A

their name is Johnny Depp
or they come in the form of an

Ice Breaker.

I was a Red Pirate five years

ago, similar to the Red Raptors
seen this week on campus. My
best friend and I spent the first

two days of Orientation Week

drooling over "Ice Breaker

Steve." We spent the remainder

of .our time mocking the guy in

our group who was so excited

about being a Red Pirate that not

only did he talk like a pirate, but

he came fully prepared with an

arsenal of pirate attire. He actu-

ally packed a costume. Did we

miss the memo? What was this,

because it resembled a bad

Halloween party more than any-

thing.
When we were tired of pirate

jokes, we found ways to deliber-

ately avoid meeting and cheer-

ing and pretty much abstained

from what we believed at the

time to be the most nonsensical

introduction to university life.

We were quite certain that

when classes commenced we

were not expected to start shriek-

ing about mullets and parties in

the back while business stayed

calmly in the front. Nor were we

supposed to clap arena songs on

our thighs in anticipation of our

syllabus.
What was the purpose of this

chaos aside from the obvious

fundraising in the fight against

Cystic Fibrosis?

Five years later and many dol-

lars later, it is only now that I

appreciate the value of

Orientation Week, and wagged a

finger at myself for the fact that

in my haste to simply get it over

with, I missed out on most of the

excitement.

In all its ridiculousness, crazy

clashing outfits and damaged

larynxes, this week is truly
meant to welcome and make stu-

dents feel comfortable. The side-

bar is supporting a cause that

makes the cheering justifiable.

Watching the beginning of the

Opening Ceremonies in the

sweltering heat of the Athletic

Complex, Ice Breakers jumped
so hard their calves looked as

though they would explode.

Hoarse from yelling all day

long and practicing chants and

cheers, the sound was loud, but

far from audible. The Red

Raptors had incredible energy
and while I was closer to them

than any of the other three

groups, it seemed to me that if

the annual Cheer Off had been

then, the Raptors would have

indeed been "raptorious" as they
so did chant. Deafening and

clever cheers left even the Gold

Sabertooths looking in awe,

while the Blue Mammoths tried

desperately to build momentum:

I felt a slight smile turn on the

corners of my mouth. So this is

what it feels like to watch Gold

go down. I remember when Gold

was the team to beat.

There's a friendly competition
to Orientation Week, but in the

end everyone is just a bunch of

screaming lunatics. A lunacy that

grows on you when you have the

opportunity to appreciate it five

years after the fact. So I didn't

miss out entirely, because I

remember the excitement of the

Cheer Off and I remember the

times I talked to Ice Breaker

Steve over the next year. It was

comforting to have an experi-
enced student not only take the

time to ask how things were

going but treat you like a friend

and no longer "his frosh."

I may have been the girl that

was too cool for her Oweek t-

shirt and while I maybe missed

my turn, I'm glad to have the

chance to watch the volunteers

and the first year students who

recognize the value from day
one. My apologies to Ice

Breakers Steve and Carolyn,
because I'm not sure I ever said

thank you. In retrospect, I have

the past four years plus one extra

to say thank you for.

Graham Folkema

Strong first steps in

unfamiliar terrain

Marcos Moldes

My So Called Gay Life

Cut to me: Labour Day,

September 2001.1 step out of my

parents' car and immediately
want to get back in and scream,

'Drive!' to my folks. I was a

devoted city boy who thought

going to a small university
would be a great idea. Now that

it was my reality, first year

seemed overwhelming. As a gay

man who decided to leave liber-

al Toronto in exchange for the

relatively conservative

Kitchener-Waterloo area, I was

suddenly quite scared. Laurier

suddenly didn't seem like the

proverbial bowl of cherries

described in my frosh kit. To tell

you the truth, I had no idea what

to expect coming to school; I

didn't know about

classes or whether

I would gain the

'frosh 15.' Like

the first
years

now, I put in time

cheering, doing

regatta games and

getting my first

real taste of freedom.

I was fortunate; my floor

housed a fairly accepting group
of men who didn't make an issue

of having a gay guy on their

floor. Maybe they appreciated
the gaggle of women that would

hang out with me to watch Sex

and the City. Not to mention the

added bonus: the unique insights

only I could offer in matters

relating to their girlfriends.
I would like to think that

Laurier is welcoming to every-

one no matter who they hit the

sheets with. University is
sup-

posed to be a place of higher

learning. My time here as past-

president of GLOBAL (Gays,
Lesbians Or Bisexuals At

Don't deny yourself
the opportunity to

meet other people
who form the queer

community.

Laurier) and current member of

the SDC underscore what I

already know as an out, gay

man: the university does not live

up to the ideal. When it comes to

sexual diversity and the safety
and security of queers, Laurier

isn't exactly on-par with the rest

of the province. Homophobia
and transphobia remain two very

large problems amongst the stu-

dent body. Posters advertising
queer related events rarely stay

on the walls longer than 24

hours; one professor even com-

plained the posters were "unnat-

ural" and "inappropriate."
While this might sound pretty

grim, Laurier isn't all bad (well
the shopping is, but I'll save that

for another column). Resources

like GLOBAL here at Laurier

and GLOW at UW are available

to queer or questioning students.

The community isn't without its

gay-friendly nightspots. Don't

be afraid to explore and see

what's out there.

Maybe you'll go

to Club Ren (the

local gay bar)

every week;

maybe you'll go

once. Maybe

you'll go to

GLOBAL and

GLOW meetings, or maybe you

won't. Don't deny yourself the

experience and the opportunity
to meet other people who form

the queer community. As every-

where, there are wonderful,

accepting people out there and

then there are the others. We

spend far too much money to

come to university to let homo-

phobes trash the opportunity. So,

yes, be cautious and be aware,

but remember that university is

to be a time of self-discovery
and growth. Perhaps equally

important it's supposed to be

fun. For dealing with prejudiced
or ignorant people, my friend

Aaron said it best. Life is just too

damn short, and I am just too

damn fabulous.

betters to the Editor

The SBE Staff

deserves our praise,
despite ICE Week

cord@wlusp.com

I was at WLU today and as I

walked down the hallway I

noticed on the front page of the

Cord featuring an article about

some 'major' mishap with

SBE's ICE Week. Perhaps I am

not fully informed about the

entire situation after simply

reading the Cord, but I was com-

pletely appalled with what was

written.

Carol Litwiller and Anne Ellis

were extremely helpful when

ever I, or any of my classmates,

had any problems and they were

an integral part in aiding stu-

dents with questions and con-

cerns. I know that your staff

works very hard to help out stu-

dents at WLU as I would often

visit with class conflicts and

forms to be signed.
A few students were slam-

ming the administration and I

became
very angry because I

could not understand how fel-

low students could say such

harmful things about your

administration that works so

hard to provide a first class serv-

ice for our students. At WLU we

are very lucky to have such per-
sonal service and I think that

many take it for granted.
The Cord is not only read by

students but by many other peo-

ple from the community when

they visit the school. This fall I

will be visiting the school to hire

for full-time and co-op positions
and I would not want to work

with someone who 'makes a

mountain out of a mole hill".

I know that the Cord is only

taking the opinions of a few

select students and that the

majority of students at Laurier

are truly first class. However, if

I was a recruiter who hadn't

experienced WLU, I would

think twice about hiring a

Laurier student or graduate as I

wouldn't want to work someone

who was so easily agitated. The

Cord should keep this in mind

when publishing future articles

as tbeyi dodagQA )mjtofct)ice< to

their fellow students and staff.

In closing, I know how hurt-

ful it must have been for Carol

and Anne to see the Cord article.

Myself as well as many of my
fellow Alumni truly appreciate

your help and the comments

from students in the Cord do not

represent the entire student

body. I hope that you do not take

the article personally and that

the students will continue to

receive the excellent service

from your office, which I was

accustomed to.

Michael D, Morrow

Class of2002

Re: There's a world

around you, WLUSU

Michael Morris,

I am sorry to hear that you are

unaware of the community work

that the Student Services

Department takes part in. Above

and beyond volunteering their

time to ensure the safety and

security of 'the Laurier campus*
on a daily basis, committees

within this department take part
in extensive volunteer work

within the community. BAC-

CHUS Laurier does work for

M.A.D.D., Big Sisters, and

Jump Rope for Heart. E.R.T.

does work for the Heart and

Stroke Foundation. Foot Patrol

does work for the Canadian

Cancer Society, Sleeping
Children Around the World, the

Bloorview MacMillan

Childrenfs Centre, and the

Salvation Army. L.S.F.L. does

work for the Courtland-Shelley
Community Centre, Grand

River Hospital, and the

Waterloo Public Library, as well

as their Saturday morning read-

ing circles. Tutorial Services

does work for D.R.E.A.M.S.

and provides tutors at Waterloo

Collegiate Institute. Also, col-

lectively. the Student Services

Department collects non-perish-
able food items year-round and

donates them to the Food Bank

of Waterloo Region.
In addition to this, the Human

Resources Department of

WLUSU hosts a committed? !

C.V.A.C. (Community
Volunteer Action Committee),
which is focused around placing
those who seek volunteer expe-
riences outside of the Laurier

campus with opportunities in the

Kitchener/Waterloo community.
I hope this helps to clarify just

how important not only the

Student Services Department is,

but how important all of the

WLUSU committees are, not

only to the Laurier campus, but

to the community as well. Feel

free to email me at if you have

any questions on how WLUSU

can help you with community

volunteering!

Dan Robert

WLUSU Vice President:

Student Services

Letters:

All letters to the editor must be signed and sub-

mitted with the author's name, student identifica-

tion number, and telephone number. Letters must
be received by 12pm Tuesday on disk, or via e- |
mail at cord@wlusp.com witn the subject head-

ing of 'Cord letter.' Letters must be typed or easi-

ly legible and may not exceed 350 words. The

Cora reserves the right to editany letter for brevi-

ty and clarity. Spelling and grammar will be cor-

rected. The Cord reserves tne right to reject any

letter, in whole or in part.

The Cord reserves the-right not,to publish,mate-
rialltrtaVis cfelirieaito&fe ftfelot/ai*: ft tqhtrayenf<).
tion.witruhe Cord's. Code of Ernies or journalistic
sferid&rtM * "* r ' ' "•**
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Opinion - The Purpose of Education

A degree helps you

become S-M-R-T

Plus it gets you laid, just
like Henry Kissinger...

Iain Kent

Guest Columnist

For many undergrad or potential

undergrad students, the question

commonly arises... "Why do I need an

undergrad degree?" There are plenty of

good reasons that make an undergrad

degree essential in today's highly global-

ized world.

One of the biggest reasons an under-

grad is important is that it gives you time

to sort yourself out. Although most peo-

ple feel pretty sorted once they leave high

school, the truth is you've barely hit/fin-

ished puberty and have no clue what

you're doing. By taking an undergrad, it

allows you to mature. Getting rid of your

acne, baby fat and braces puts you in a

much better position to get out into the

"real world."

This idea of the "real world" is a

daunting one - most of the time it's flat

out scary. There is a huge difference

between real work and school work; it

only takes a year or so after completing

an undergrad that most reflect on those

university years as the easiest, most care-

free and exploratory time of their lives.

If you're like most, you came to uni-

versity thinking it's the cool thing to do -

that it will raise your status. Well you're

absolutely right. Lest we forget what the

wise man Dr. Henry Kissinger told us:

"Power is the most powerful aphrodisi-

ac." If you've ever seen our good friend

Henry, he's no looker... but thanks to

university, he's getting lucky all the time.

He's only one of many university grads
who get lucky purely based on the oppor-

tunities afforded by an undergraduate

degree.
Most also consider university as an

investment in their future. This is com-

monly the more parental approach to

looking at why university is worth the

money.
Put yourself in your parents' shoes: it's

their brat kids that are going to be taking

care of them in a few short years, and it

doesn't look like they'll be getting much

out of the CPP. So they are willing to foot

almost any bill to get their child educated

with the hopes that it will lead them

down the "yellow brick road," except this

one has a real wizard at the end - he's

called 'employment'. In 2002-2003

WLU reported a 95.6 percent employ-
ment rate within six months of gradua-
tion (the other 4.4 percent are too busy

'getting busy' to work).

There's no need to be cynical about

why your parents, guidance counsellors

and"The Man" encourage undergraduate
studies - they're motivated by self inter-

est and as almost any rational philoso-
pher will tell you, that's human nature -

you'll learn these lessons better through-

out your studies at university.
Some say the high enrolment in uni-

versities will leave our society with a

shortfall of tradespersons. Believers of

this are terrified that within ten years,

bridges and buildings will crumble and

trash will be collected only once every

two weeks - everyone will see it, there

will be many books written and studies

conducted, but it will be unpreventable
because of university.

My friends, you need an economics

class or two. If this was true your guid-

ance counselors and"The Man" would

no longer apply pressure on you to attend

university and you'd wake up one day

fixing a Professor's sewage system.
Don't worry your pretty little head about

society, it's being taken care of - just sit

back and enjoy the ride.

So don't listen to the critics. I've

employed the economics and philoso-

phies learned here at university to ade-

quately prove its very importance, and

Kissinger continues to seduce women the

world over - just imagine what you'll

accomplish.

Core to opine on this article ?\

send letters to cord@wlusp.com\

What is it good for?

Absolutely nothing.
Being a student has

become too played out

Patrick Alexander

Guest Columnist

Eighty's rock 'n' roll superstar Huey
Lewis had a hit song called "Hip to Be

Square" - apparently the listeners could

identify with this statement because the

record sold like hotcakes. But for my

money, Huey should stick to performing
infectious love ballads and leave the

social commentary to me.

Undeniably, attending university is

pretty 'square'. Firstly, it implies that you

got in to university which usually

requires some organization and academic

achievement (both pretty 'square').

Secondly, it means you've chosen a pret-

ty reliable path to getting a decent job

(incredibly 'square').

However, in the year 2004 this route is

about as 'hip' as the word 'hip' itself.

Maybe it was 'hip to be square' in the

1980s when 'square' could be affiliated

with success, intelligence and social sta-

tus; but times have changed. The prestige

once associated with the pursuit of high-

er learning has been replaced with a red

flag - today's undergraduate student is a

symbol of prolonged immaturity,

dependence and destitution.

Unconvinced? When was the last time

you used "Hey, I'm in university" as a

pick-up line on someone who's not in

high school? Nowadays, it's hip to do

almost anything other than go to univer-

sity.
In his debut effort - entitled College

Dropout - hip hopper extraordinaire

Kanye West expresses this vividly. He

brags of his financial success sans under-

graduate degree and belittles those who

continue the pursuit of post-secondary
education. While College Dropout has

gone multi-platinum this year, something
tells me that Huey's 1986 release, Fore!,

will have minimal success.

As usual, pop culture is on to some-

thing. And what's even more common,

the decline of something once highly

regarded can be attributed to politicians.
These days, everybody wants their kids

to go to university. This places pressure

on 'The Man' to encourage increased

university attendance to appease the elec-

torate. With this, as university admissions

rise and graduation rates become exces-

sively high and subsequently, standards

and quality of education have dropped.
WLU reported a graduation rate of

82.7percent in 2002-2003; for BBA stu-

dents itwas 90.6 percent; generally, these

rates have increased from previous years

and are encouraged to rise by the

Government of Ontario. The Ministry of

Education advocates 'access' and 'quali-

ty,' viewing enrolment and graduation

rates as key indicators of their progress.

The result is horrific: an oversaturated

supply of second-class graduates.

To many, these trends coupled with the

increasing diversity of programs make

university seem pointless. Explaining to

Gramps that the skills you've obtained

have enabled you to define existentialism

don't seem to inspire much admiration.

He's more likely to relate you to your

disingenuous cousin, who's still waiting
for that 'communications factory to open

up in town.

Meanwhile the politicians try to please

everyone, as the private sector deals with

dollars and sense. There is a lesser need

for the skills acquired at university in the

real world. Today, it's more fashionable

to take an alternative route to success.

Bill Gates - the world's richest man -

dropped out of university; Don Lapre

made millions without a degree by sell-

ing stuff in wanted ads from his one-bed-

room apartment and Will Hunting man-

aged to astonish MIT professors with the

intellectual abilities he attained with

nothing other than a library card (how do

you like them apples!).
So I'd really advise that Huey, if he

wants to remain relevant, change his

lyrics to something more appropriate:

perhaps "Hip to be Out-Of-Debt", "Hip

to Not Live With Your Parents" or "Hip

to Contribute To Society."

The role of friendship in education and wisdom
Dr. Don Morgenson

Psychology Professor

The most important test of any

activity is still as Paul wrote:

"Though I understand all mys-

teries and all knowledge, and

have not love I am nothing;

though I bestow all my goods to

feed the poor and have not love,

it profiteth me nothing." And I

am convinced study of the

world's great religions would

suggest a comparable assertion:

human activity is good if it pro-

motes the kind of affection

which exists between friends...

friendship is rooted in love and

love is rooted in friendship.
All of us at Laurier fervently

hope that in the years you spend
with us you will find that learn-

ing too, is an act of friendship.

It's a unique act because the

essential point of any learning

relationship is that it begins with

the inequality of knowledge,

skills and understanding but

moves as far as possible toward

an equality in these same things.

Even more important, learning is

also an exploration of a strange

and compelling terrain.
...

a ter-

rain called wisdom.

I use the term "wisdom" to

distinguish it from education -

education is often seen as a

bureaucratic product of social

academic policies, "credential-

ism" or the accumulation of

required credits. So it makes

good sense to speak of education

as something to which we all

have a right but it makes no

sense to speak of a right to wis-

dom. Rarely can wisdom be

attained through any improve-
ment in a bureaucracy. Wisdom

is a gift usually bequeathed by

the past to the future. Teachers

often represent the past, stu-

dents.
.

.the future.

And while it may not be dan-

gerous to possess wisdom, it

may be dangerous to seek to pos-

sess knowledge or an education

only to be stored and retrieved at

will or more perniciously, sold

on the open market. Possession

of knowledge may create a

materialism of its own; knowl-

edge can become property

whereas wisdom cannot.

Classrooms are places for

sharing and sharing is what wis-

dom is fundamentally about - a

sharing among friends. For this

reason too, wisdom can never be

squared with an acquisitive

materialism. It is not just a mat-

ter of imparting facts or develop-

ing skills, important though
these may be. Wisdom is often

the product of relationships -

between friends, between teach-

ers and students, between moth-

ers and fathers and sons and

daughters. And acquiring wis-

dom through friendship, I hope
will be what your university

experience is all about.

All of us at Laurier

fervently hope that in

the years you spend
with us you will fin

that learning too, is

and act of friendship.

This shared wisdom involves

a celebration of the incandes-

cence of the human spirit. And

we discover too, the desire to be

good as well as the knowledge
that only by being can we

become truly joyful. Wisdom

activates the spirit through a

sense of humility and the

ungrudging embrace of obliga-
tions to something larger and

more important than one's self.

Years ago in a report entitled,

"A General Education in a Free

Society," Harvard University
President Conant wrote that

"unless the educational process

includes at each level of maturi-

ty, some continuing contact with

those fields in which value judg-

ments are of prime importance,

it must fall far short of the edu-

cational ideal. The student in

high school, university and even

graduate school must be con-

cerned with the words "right and

wrong" in both the ethical and

mathematical sense."

To paraphrase Mohandas

Gandhi: our studies of business

must be combined with morality,
the study of politics combined

with conscience, the study of

science must be combined with

humanity, worship combined

with sacrifice and the pujsuit of

knowledge must be combined

with character.

At Laurier, your teachers hope

not only to energize the human

spirit but guide this spirit as

well, illuminating the variety of

paths students might take - Lau

Tzu's elucidation of the Tao, in

Buddha's eightfold path, or in

Socrates' search for true wis-

dom. Together as friends we

embark on a long journey and

while we travel together we

develop the wisdom "to keep our

balance as we inch along the

precipices of our lives" (Ortega

u Gasset)

As your professors, we have

been blessed by the privileged

dialogues of the classroom, the

privileges of the collective

search and the earnest seeking of

enlightenment and wisdom. We

have been blessed to have had

the many opportunities to see

our growth and witness the

growing wisdom of the students

as they discover their own

"paths with heart." Interminable

dialogues await through which

Hannah Arendt argues is the

only way to "glimpse the truth.'

A warm welcome to you all.
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You aren't your Honda Civic or Gucci shoes
Chris Clemens

Playfully Disgruntled

This was the first ridiculous

thought that struck me as

everything in my house began to

rattle, following a boneshaking

rhythm. It was a balmy summer

night and the only sound was the

rapid approach of this behemoth,

marked by booming footsteps

amplified by the second.

For my second ridiculous

thought, I remembered the fairy
tales and was scared: perhaps I

had mistakenly schlocked a

giant's virgin daughter and now

he was coming to grind my

bones and smoke them in his

pipe. The resounding thuds were

coming from directly outside by
this point and my brain was

bashing furiously against my
skull, trying to escape the high-
decibel torture.

I was just about to run like a

frightened Tokyo schoolgirl
when Eminem saved me. It was

somewhat like Godzilla showing

up to save Japan from King
Ghidora, except not really:
instead of clumsily grappling in

big rubber suits and falling

through cardboard buildings, the

token cracker rapper busted out

mad rhymes and I realized that

the noise outside was the music

from someone's car, not a giant.
If there's one thing I really

hate, it's those kids who cruise

around all night in suped-up
rides with the bass cranked off

the dial. They'll drive real slow,

displaying their best menacing,

suburbanite-attitude stares to

everyone on the street. They'll
check to make sure that you're

suitably impressed with the ten

inch subs they've crammed into

their tiny import trunk. They'll

pose, and then they'll pose some

more.

I don't hate their cars. I don't

hate their music - well, kinda. I

don't even hate them. It's the

blatant gasp for attention that I

despise, the selfish need to

impose themselves onto others

using the flashy possessions at

their disposal.
I won't blame the extreme

bling-bling fixation of main-

stream rap for this shallow

grave, although I'm sure it's

somehow a factor. No, I'm fairly
certain that we are in the midst

of a generational crisis here, a

spiraling preoccupation with

materialistic boasting that has

apparently escaped the juvenility
of high school and piggybacked
its way into all walks of life. If

Mr. Overcompensation outside

my house is any indication, not

even university, where the S-M-

R-T people go, is a safe haven.

When a guy drives up
and down the street

blasting his tunes

and begging to be

noticed, some people
might think he has a

small dick

Ever since we were babies,

we have lived with three basic

tenets of consumerism. The first

is that material goods are con-

stantly improving with the

onward march of technology,
and we should revere this. The

second is that a good consumer

is a good person. The third, and

most important because adver-

tising touts it so much, is that the

things we purchase define us as

individuals.

Now I'm not trying to knock

consumerism. I drive a badass

Ford Tempo and wear trendy
Globe shoes. I buy stuff just like

everyone else. But we have been

hammered with these materialist

ideals for decades now, and I

think iti's starting to get to certain

individuals. Bad Religion sum-

marizes us very nicely: "Cause

I'm a twenty-first century digital

boy, I don't know how to live but

I've got a lot of toys."
When I see people so tremen-

dously involved in their car or

jetpack or cupcake skirt or what-

ever that it becomes their means

of displaying themselves to the

world, I get worried. Whena guy

drives slowly up and down the

street blasting his tunes and beg-

ging to be noticed, not for who

he is but for his ride, some peo-

ple might say that he has a small

dick. I say that he's a chink in

our armor, an icon of our suscep-

tibility to the things we possess.

He has been devoured by the

third tenet. He has become his

car and wants everybody to

know.

So pity the fallen but learn

from their mistakes. Have cool

stuff, by all means, but make

sure that the things you consume

donft turn around and consume

you. Try not to pedestal the fun-

house mirror of popular culture

as a model for life. Stay with us.

Don't become one of the hollow

giants.

Be It Ever So Humble, There's No Place Like Home

Tell Us How You Really Feel About Us, WLUSU: Even after kicking Student Publications out of the

office
space in the Fred Nichols Campus Centre, we still find ourselves festooned in human waste.
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The Olympic spirit of fearless undergraduate students

Brendan Jones

Staff Writer

When you eventually get

out of here, wouldn't it be

nice to get a shiny medal instead

of a piece of paper? Many

Olympic athletes are university

students. Why should they be the

only ones with a nifty conversa-

tion piece to wear to job inter-

views?

University is actually quite

similar to the Olympics, except
less athletes and more reading.
After all, we all had to go

through the national qualifying
round that is high school.

Then we have to go through

Olympic qualifying rounds that

are 100 and 200 level courses

before making it to the medal

rounds; the 300 or 400 level

courses. Eventually your down

to one or two events, wefll call

them majors and minors. Some

of which you could be favoured

to win a medal in, or in this

example, honours.

Some students at the very

least deserve a medal for the

level of achievement they attain

at the local watering holes, the

university version of the

Olympic table tennis and hand-

ball events. University has its

BALCO scandals too, however,

performance enhancement is not

the problem here.

University personalities are

also very similar to Olympic ath-

letes.

There are the Marnie

Mcßean's, who just seem to find

a way to keep hanging around,

and the Michael Phelps', with

their large GPAs. Not to mention

the Bob Costa's, or professors
who seem to know a little some-

thing about every single subject

even though their forte is basket-

ball. Then there is the athletefs

village, sorry, first year resi-

dences.

After that you are forced to

shack up in the four star priced
hotels surrounding the campus.

Unless you are lucky enough to

find that Motel 6 tucked in the

back alley with the leaky ceiling,

peeling wallpaper and the land-

lord that, as far as you can tell,

speaks Greek.

It isn't cheap to go to

Olympics either. Lucky for us

the government chips in far

more to subsidize our tuition

than it does our Olympic team.

Books, like equipment, are not

free of charge. The plethora of

fast food isnft either, but Ifd like

to think that our University sup-

port staff is friendlier than the

bitter citizens that gripe about

their city being taken over.

University is also a hot bed

for media. There's the Student

Publications, which you have

obviously discovered, the

Toronto Star, who like NBC

you just canft seem to miss.

Some off-campus freebies that

cover obscure events a la CBC.

And then there is the National

Post, who like Latvia's LTV 1 is

almost nowhere to be found.

University even begins with

an opening ceremony, although

we call it Orientation Week. For

those lucky enough not to suc-

cumb to their wounds like some

Olympic cyclists, you get to par-

take in the closing ceremony or

graduation.
With all the similarities, it's a

wonder that we don't get a

medal for making it through the

entire ordeal. But then again, our

exchange students don t face los-

ing their hands to Uday Hussein

if they don't win a medal. So I

guess a piece of paper is a fair

trade.

Care to opine on this article?

send letters to cord@wlusp.com
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International

Canada abandons refugees in Sudan

Canada ignores calls for an increased international

presence in Sudan, opts to send supplies instead

KRIS COTE

International Editor

Rejecting
United Nations

bids for a larger force in

Sudan, Canadian Defence

Minister Bill Graham, has

reported that Canada will send

no troops. Instead, $250,000

worth of equipment will be sent

to equip African Union (AU)

forces already in the country.

The current AU force is both

under-staffed and under-

equipped, and has yet to prove

that it has the capabilities to end

the attacks in Darfur.

The violence in the region has

been widely reported, yet the

international community has

been slow to react. Since

February, more than 50,000 peo-

ple have been killed by govern-

ment forces and Jangaweed mili-

tias, while more than a million

people have been driven into

refugee camps in neighbouring
Chad. The suffering of the

refugees has been augmented in

the past month as rains have

brought disease and hindered

relief efforts.

Afraid to break the status-quo,

Graham has stated that his deci-

sion has been influenced by

other western powers. "The

Americans, the Europeans,

nobody's talking about putting
in troops at this time," Graham

declared.

Citing recent efforts in

Afghanistan and the Balkans as

the reason for Canada's absence

from Sudan, Graham told the

media that "there's no question
that our troops have been

extraordinarily actively engaged

for the past several years," he

added that "we are taking time

for their [the soldiers] re-forma-

tion, for their training."

"I am just disgusted
with the lame and

obtuse responses

coming from Canada."

- former general Romeo Dallaire

Furious over the abandon-

ment of another African nation

in need, former general Romeo

Dallaire, who led the UN forces

in the ill-fated Rwandan peace

process, has attacked Canada's

reaction. "I am just disgusted
with the lame and obtuse

responses coming from Canada

and the Western world," Dallaire

cried. "The sentiments or the

feelings that I had of abandon-

ment in Rwanda are exactly the

same that I feel today in regards
to the Sudan," Dallaire added.

Meanwhile, UN Secretary-
General Kofi Annan has called

for increased pressure on the

Sudanese government to disarm

the militias, citing their failure to

protect citizens from attack. The

Sudanese government has resis-

ted international peacekeeping

forces, allowing only 2,000

observers from the AU. Annan

recently spoke out against this

policy, stating that "the govern-

ment should be prepared to

accept assistance from the inter-

national community if it is

unable to stop these attacks and

ensure the protection of the

civilian population in the Darfur

region."
The most recent UN report on

the Darfur situation has called

for an immediate increase in the

size of the monitoring force in

order to stop attacks against
civilians. According to UN

sources, since the end of August,
fresh attacks have forced another

4,000 villagers to flee to refugee

camps. UN observers have also

noted that "there has been a

sharp upturn in the number of

attacks throughout the southern

part of North Darfur."

Peace talks between

Khartoum and the rebel groups

are ongoing in Nigeria, but have

stalled on several points. Rebel

groups are insisting that the gov-

ernment militias should disarm

first, while both sides are accus-

ing the other of numerous cease-

fire violations.

International involvement

may be sparked by an unlikely

source as U.S. Secretary of State

Colin Powell is set to deliver a

speech before the UN, and the

U.S. is set to table a new resolu-

tion against Sudan. The U.S.

Congress has already acknowl-

edged that the actions in Sudan

constitute genocide, while the

Bush administration has resis-

ted. Should Powell change the

administration's course, then the

U.S. would be obligated to send

forces to Sudan.

www.bbc.co.uk

Children are forced to endure squalid conditions in refugee camps

since Western powers refuse to intervene.

Election fraud suspected in Chechnya Crimes ofpassion
TYLER WILLIAMS

Staff Writer
KRIS COTE
International Editor

The August 29 elections in the

volatile region of Chechnya, in

southern Russia, have been con-

tested after Alu Alkhanov, a can-

didate with strong ties to

Moscow, proved victorious. It

was announced on Wednesday
that Alkhanov would formally
take up the duties of president in

one month's time after grabbing

73.67 percent of the vote.

However, many election mon-

itors complained that the elec-

tion results were fixed, citing

empty polling booths and other

irregularities. The controversy

regarding the legitimacy of the

elections has persisted since the

assassination of the former

President of Chechnya on May
9. Eyebrows have been raised

since the beginning of the elec-

tion race after several of the

presidential candidates were dis-

qualified due to 'technical

errors' in their applications.
Alkhanov was given another

clear boost when prior to his reg-

istration for the presidential race,

he was received by the Russian

president in a nationally tele-

vised press conference. This was

seen as a clear message that

Moscow favoured the then-

Interior Minister as the presi-

dent.

Voting irregularities
and the elimination

of candidates from

the ballot led many

organizations to

question the election.

Following the election results,

the organizations which had

been closely monitoring the

election, such as the

International Helsinki

Federation and the Moscow

Helsinki Group, have decried the

election results as false and

accused the organizers of the

election of "manipulating demo-

cratic institutions with the aim of

making the pre-set result legiti-
mate" calling this "unaccept-
able."

When pressed for a statement,

the chairman of the commission,

Abdul-Kerim Arsakhanov, said

turnout had been 85.25 percent
of the electorate. The vice-presi-
dent of the commission also

added that, "it was a planned
election and according to

Chechen law, the winning candi-

date must take up his functions

as president 30 days after the

publication of the official proto-

col with the definitive results of

the vote."

The Chechen region has long
been one of the most volatile

regions in the world. With its

close proximity to the oil-rich

Caucus region and Russia's

increasing reliance on oil to fund

its economy, any regional insta-

bility has the potential to direct-

ly affect all of Russia.

Stability in the

oil-rich Caucus

region is essential to

the stability and

development of

Russia.

The recent terror attacks

directed against civilian targets
in Russia also underscores how

important and dangerous this

conflict is. Many Chechens are

demanding nothing less than

complete independence from

Russia. However, the Russian

government is only prepared to

grant the Chechens limited self-

government.

Turkey's Prime Minister,

Tayyip Erdogan, has proposed a

controversial new law that,

according to a spokesman for

European Union (EU) enlarge-

ment, has "hurt Turkey's

image."
The new law will have the

ability to criminalize adultery
when a husband or wife lodges

a complaint in the courts. Third

parties cannot initiate the crimi-

nal process and the law carries a

maximum sentence of three

years.

The new law takes Turkey in

a different direction. Since tak-

ing office, Erdogan has pushed
Turkey through a series of

reforms aimed at changing its

human rights image and apply-

ing Western values with hope of

gaining entry to the European
Union. The newest reform is

seen as a strike against women's

rights, and comes ahead of a

progress report by the European
Commission which will form

the basis for Turkey's accept-

ance into the EU.. The report,

due in October, is expected to

cite continued discrimination

against women in Turkey.

Erdogan has defended the

bill, saying that it will actually

boost equality between the

sexes. In 1996, Turkey's high

court struck down a similar bill

because it was applied over-

whelmingly to women, and was

a cause for discrimination. The

new bill, like the former one,

will punish both men and

women, the difference being the

way it should be handled by the

courts.

The issue has divided Turkey
between women and elite

groups who would rather have

the country adopt Western val-

ues and codes, and fundamen-

talist groups who seek a return

to Islamic law. Erdogan is a

devout Muslim, and his party

has ties to political Islamic

movements.

In response to Western criti-

cism, Erdogan has lashed out,

saying, "The West is not per-

fect," and that "if we took it as a

model of perfection in every-

thing we would have to deny
ourselves and would perish."
He has also asserted that Turkey
need not follow blindly in the

path of Europe.

Adulterers can now

be punished with

three years in prison,
according to a recent

Turkish law.

Liz Amado, of the Istanbul

based Women for Women's

Rights, criticized the law. She

argued that "it will legitimize
the state interfering in private

lives, and it will be used against
women." Islamic nations such

as Saudi Arabia have similar

laws which punish women with

death for extramarital affairs.

In the wake of the new law,

the main opposition party, the

Republican People's Party, has

vowed to fight the law's enact-

ment. September 14 has also

been set as a day of protest, with

thousands expected to attend

demonstrations centred at the

country's main legislative
house.

www.cbc.ca

Terrorism pervades Russia
- families of victims mourn above.
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The fear in Moscow is that if

they grant the Chechens their

independence, they will open the

floodgates for many other ethnic

groups to demand their inde-

pendence as well.

In an effort to stave off

Chechnian independence, it was

clear to most political analysts
that Moscow wanted Alkhanov

as president. Although
Alkhanov's ability to resuscitate

the Chechen economy is ques-
tioned and his personal charisma

is almost non-existent, his mod-

erate stance on Chechen self-

government is very attractive to

Moscow.

Alkhanov's political record

demonstrates his loyalty to

Russia. He recently broke off

talks with former Chechen presi-
dent and rebel leader Asian

Maskhadov immediately follow-

ing a deadly terrorist attack

against Russian army units sta-

tioned in Chechnya. Many
Russian analysts believe that

Alkhanov's perceived weakness

is vital for Moscow because

"Russia needs a weak president

in Chechnya" in order to pre-

serve the status quo.

The recent terror attacks,

including the horrific primary

school massacre and the continu-

ing questions regarding the legit-

imacy of the election, make the

future prospects for President

Alu Alkhanov and Chechnya

uncertain.

Does the UN have relevancy in today's world?

UN flogging a dead
horse

Kris Cote

International Editor

Open
the pages of any news-

paper and turn to the world

section. What do you see?

Kidnappings in Chechnya,

genocide in Sudan and bomb-

ings in Israel. It will soon be

quite obvious to you that the

world is not a blissful place.
Violence seems to permeate

the entire world, from direct

killings to global inequalities. In

the past, nations have relied on

the United Nation (UN) to

mediate and solve violent situa-

tions, but the world has evolved

and grown more complex. It is

not that people enjoy killing
each other today more than they
did fifty years ago, rather,

unfortunate circumstances have

developed in the past fifty years

which have allowed new forms

of violence to occur. By apply-

ing the standards and assump-

tions of more than fifty years

prior, the UN has allowed itself

to lose its relevancy.

Many people do not under-

stand what the UN was created

to do. Following the wars of the

20th century, the UN was creat-

ed to ensure that conflicts

between nations would not

escalate. The UN has succeeded

in this role. For example, peace-

keepers in Cyprus have kept

belligerents separated since

1967 and WWIII remains mere-

ly a fantasy.

However, most of the con-

flicts today are not between

nations, but between factions of

a nation. The UN's inability to

deal with intrastate conflicts

was evident ten years ago in

Rwanda, when UN forces were

forced to stand by and witness

the slaughter of nearly a million

people. Still, ten years later, the

UN continues to stand by and

watch the genocidal slaughter of

civilians in Sudan.

Part of the problem is that

politics play a key role in the

operation of the UN. The efforts

of peacekeepers in Rwanda to

intervene were blocked by
France, which had close ties to

Hutu leaders and militias. The

U.S. also blocked efforts

because it feared losing more

soldiers in a Somalia-like situa-

tion. It's evident that self-inter-

est often dictates the direction

that the UN takes.

The structure of the UN

allows five nations to dominate.

The permanent five (P5) mem-

bers of the Security Council

have power and influence

greater than the other nations of

the world. The P5 were the win-

ners of WWII, and do not nec-

essarily reflect today's global

power structure. For instance,

China has a population of over

one billion and has a ballooning

economy, yet has far less influ-

ence than France, which has a

population of only 64 million.

Already, several key nations are

clamouring for greater power.

The UN also operates many

important charitable organiza-
tions like the United Nations

Development Programme

(UNDP) and the United Nations

International Childrens'

Emergency Fund (UNICEF).

However, as much good
these initiatives are able to do,

they still fail to address the root

of the issue. UNICEF immu-

nizes children throughout the

world, but the UN fails to both

address the issue of high drug

prices. And while micro-loans

are given to women in Kenya by
the UNDP, the UN fails to

acknowledge that colonialism

and structural adjustment pro-

grams have created poverty and

to seek remission for the situa-

tion.

Some might argue that these

are not the concerns of the UN,

but rather of corporations and

the International Monetary
Fund (IMF). This brings me

back to my first point; the UN

needs to evolve. Many of

today's violent situations erupt
from issues such as poverty. To

prevent warfare between

nations, the UN has a system of

mediation and peacekeeping.
Why can't it develop a similar

system that addresses the roots

of civil strife?

The UN has had many suc-

cesses in the past, and will

hopefully have many more in

the future. However, in its cur-

rent form, the UN simply does

not have the mechanisms to deal

with many of today's conflicts.

Until it is able to acquire them,

it will not be relevant.

UN charities aid the world
Mary Erskine

Staff Writer

Some would argue that

acronyms are a waste of time.

However, the United Nations

(UN) proves that sometimes the

letters in acronyms express more

than words.

The UN can be seen in socie-

ty every time you hang an

orange box around your ghost,

witch, or Spiderman costume.

This simple tradition has infil-

trated one of the most popular
childhood rituals, and not only
would taking that icon of

Halloween away be detrimental

to the funds collected for

UNICEF, but once gone, the

thought of replacing it with, say,

a yellow box for another focus

would be nearly impossible to

do.

This is only one small exam-

ple of how the structure of the

UN is apparent in the world.

People will argue its level of

efficiency or relevancy, but the

fact is that to dismiss such an

involved hierarchy would be a

step in the wrong direction when

it comes to creating or strength-

ening an international body.
The average North American

may not see or feel any direct

impact from the UN since its

major course of action is not

intended to dramatically change
the lives of the top 10 percent of

the world. Instead, the UN is

seen in a different light by

'developing' or 'third world'

countries. To many of these peo-

ple, the UN is a source of

prospective stability, and most

importantly, offers a hope for a

better world.

Let's take a look at the why

they might have this hope. Since

its establishment in 1945, the

United Nations has had a hand in

negotiating 172 peaceful resolu-

tions to various conflicts, organ-

ized over 40 major peacekeeping
efforts and can be given credit

for bringing more democratic

voting practices in more than 45

countries all over the world.

It is clear that the UN is

involved with politics, but it also

is sharply focused on the root

causes of political unrest.

Human rights and development
issues are ever-present.

Currently the UN is involved

with issues such as smuggling,
arms control, environmental

concerns, education, disease,

women's rights and basic

humanitarian aid.

Getting back to that little

orange box we have come to

know at Halloween, since it's

conception in 1950,
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the "Trick-or-treat for UNICEF' cam-

paign has raised over $188 million just
for this one branch of the UN.

The money goes toward medicine and

immunization, better nutrition, cleaner

water, basic education and other emer-

gency relief and support for children in

over 160 countries around the world. The

United Nations Development

Programme (UNDP) currently operates

in 170 member states and helps design

and implement more than 5000 projects

for agriculture, industry, education and

the environment.

With over two hundred established

countries in the world, each vying for

some sort of power, conflicts and strug-

gles are to be expected. Indeed, there are

some aspects of the UN that are quite

dated, such as veto given to five perma-
nent Security Council members. To give

up on such a complicated organization
would create a void where political dis-

agreements are peacefully dealt with on a

world stage. It would also be pulling up

the roots of some of the most cherished

and perhaps underappreciated charitable

groups that the world has ever seen.

Windows to the World

The opening of a new Ikea store in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, set off a deadly stampede

which left three people dead and seventeen injured.

Nearly 20,000 people had gathered for the store's grand opening, hoping to claim

one of the 250 credit vouchers which were to be given to the stores first clients.

Despite the presence of more than fifty security officers and one hundred policemen,
the crowd surged towards the stores gates, crushing those in its wake.

The World Bank has appealed to the Laotian government, environmentalists, and

private companies to discuss the pros and cons of a planned $1.3 billion mega-dam.

If built, the dam will provide electricity for neighbouring Thailand, bringing in $80

million a year.

The public discussions are a first for the World Bank, critics hope they will set a

precedent. However, the WB has no real ability to influence the construction of the

dam, as they are merely a 'political risk guarantor.'

Based on a claim by the Ijaw tribe of Nigeria, the Nigerian senate has ordered a sub-

sidiary of Royal Dutch/Shell to pay $1.5 billion for damages it has caused in the

Niger Delta. Oil spills have contaminated groundwater, causing the destruction of

farmland, and have been linked to the outbreak of several diseases.

Shell has formally rejected the ruling, stating that "due process has not been fol-

lowed," and that "the reported order to pay compensation has no legal basis."

IKEA sale a 'doorcrasher' -Saudi Arabia

Mega dam debate -Laos

Shell fined - Nigeria
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| The Cord Weekly blucprint
Since 1926, The Cord Weekly has been the number one source of The Blueprint magazine is a full-colour magazine distributed free of

news and information for the students of Laurier. Every week charge to all Laurier students. This publication will be produced six

expect The Cord to reflect the issues, views and concerns of stu- times this year and focuses on topics that stretch beyond the bor-
dents at Laurier.

Qf Laurier. The Blueprint is also distributed nationally at a

minimal cost to its readers.

For more information, email cord@wlusp.com

For more information, email blueprint@wlusp.com

:

wtu'er student handbook Clublaurier.ca
The WLU er is a student handbook and agenda disributed free of Clublaurier is Laurier's official Online Community. It features The

charge to Laurier students by Student Publications. A copy is Cord Weekly online content, discussion forums, photo galleries, stu-

included with every O-week kit and will be invaluable in your time dent artwork, games, as well as articles and investigative reports
at Laurier. only found at clublaurier.ca.

For more information, email wluer@wlusp.com For more information email clublaurier@wlusp.com

#
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The Keystone
The Phone Coril

& coupon Clip
The keystone yearbook as been preserving the student history of In early fall, The Phone Cord will be distributed across c ampus,
Laurier since 1958. This 200-page photographic book compiles all listing the phone numbers of students, staff, and faculty at Laurier.

of the school events over the year into a professional book that is It is a handy tool when you need to get a hold of someone in one of

available for purchase, as well as being included in the graduation your classes or if you need to contact a professor for help. It also

photo sitting fee. included coupons and valuable savings from businesses around

Laurier.

For more information, email keystone@wlusp.com

For more information, email phonecord@wlusp.com
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� Editors � Human Resources
� Writers
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* Information Technology

� Copy Editors � Ad Production
� Graphic Artists + Finance
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Discovering Ontario 
In Samia's abandoned pier, young boys 
and girls plunged into the azure waters 
oblivious to the signs warning them 
about the "unknown-hazards.'' 

"Take my pict9re," the girl next to me 
said with a smile, "I'm glamorous.'' She. 
dove in, legs kicking the air~ 

it, and then I walked down towards the 
petrochemical plants. The kids kept 
plunging into the impossibly blue waves 
while a mile downstream smokestacks 
covered the sky. 

Sarnia is a city of contrasts. Urban space 
collides uncomfortably with monstrous 
factories and Sarnia's boardwalk extends 

It took me two days of pain tp bike the searnlessly all the way into the chemical 
230 kilometres route from Waterloo to valley, And biking through endless 
Sarnia, but the jumping people in the streets lined With "dark Satanic mills" on 
abandoned pier made it all . worth while. a Sunday afternoon is enough to take 
They made me forget about the exhaust- your breath aw~y. Literally. 
ing ride through the endless fields that 
smelled like diarrhea in the rain. They that night with the sound of waves 
also made me forget about the pain slic- itt'fli\li·eiars, troubled to know that ESSO 
ing my legs. Though the ride to Sarnia one half of Samia. At night, the 
was just the first leg of my 2000 kilome- ~~·'be"tt<dcllenlic:al plants with their million 
tres trek, my body was rebelling. dominate the -landscape. 
Frankly, I didn't ride to Sarnia for and girls plunging into 
pain; I rode there for the cancer. I danced in my head. 

1 mefthv othet: riders ~bilebifQng 
througq Chatham. on the. one 
impossibly hot day of the S\lm
mer.· They ha~ more gear on than 
seemed necessary and when I 
asked them where they were 
heading, they shrugged their 
shoulders. 

bike and ride toward the horizon 
without a. destination. Biking is 
aboutfreedom. 

the kids if they knew where 

The $99 
pur pfe 

mf\n~t,ll!i!l'l got from Canadian 'Tire 
to shift gears ___.. the 

r~ .... .,11"'"',.,,. cable' snapped. There 
"I'm heading for the lake was nothing to do but •"!.: ~!P"'!\X':±'·" 
myself," I told them. 'Two days ~:k:~~~~gErie 
after leaving Sarnia and its 
smokestacks, J reached Lake . desperate calls 

the assault and ped
my other leg, trying to 

the weight on my back. 

wasn't easily intimidated. I 
swerved to the other side of the 
road, pedalling faster with my left 
leg. The beast was still by my 
side, barking angrily, but it 
seemed to have slowed down 

"We're going as far as we can," 
the woman said, wiping her brow. · 
That's the only way to do some
thing like this - just get on a 

Erie. Once the petrochemical for tools and 
plants disappeared,) again found 
open fields and the smell of hay · 
in the morning. I was happy, until 
my bike started falling apart. 

· somewhat. 

My bike was fixed by the time I 
left Port Rowan on a rainy 
Monday morning. My friend came 
down from Waterloo with a bottle 
of wine and bike tools, and after 
helping me fix my gears he left me 
to face the remaining 1200km of 
my trip alone. 

After two weeks on the road, I 
became increasingly accustomed 
to my nomadic lifestyle and the 
sensation of always having a bike 
between my legs. Rainy days . no 
longer bothered me. and I quickly 

learned to sleep in tents and aban
doned buildings along th~ way. 

Sleep was rarely comfortable. 
Somewhere near the Grand River 
I found an abandoned and dilapi
dated barn. Inside, machinery was 
left to wither and small animal 
cadavers hid in the hay. 
Everywhere there were signs that 
the place once buzzed with honest 
labour. 

into the hayloft. The hay was old 
but still dry and a tribe of 
Canadian Geese once nested in it 
- piles of their excrement were 
everywhere. 

"I know someone who once spent 
a night in an abandoned barn,'~ my 
friend once told me, "and con
tracted all sorts of animal dis
eases." 

But 1 was too tired to care about 
A ladder on the ground allowed · diseases or the smell of goose 
me to climb with some difficulty poop emanating . from the hay. I 

lay down on the cleanest pile of 
hay I could find and spent an 
uneasy night flap-
ping their wings · 
lized Hamilton 
storm. 

From Haniilton I followed the Niagara Escarpment up 
towards Tobermory. Biking along the escarpment is 
madness, especially on a loaded bike with 30 pounds of 
gear on your back. The uphills were murder - the 
downhills pure ecstasy. After climbing for 10 minutes, I 
would hold on tight and rush down the slopes in a brief 
moment of absolute freedom. 

Inevitably, the terrain got to me. Thirty kilometres away 
~ollingwood, as the sun was setting over the hills~ 

sharp spasms sliced my leg muscles. I didn't want dark
ness to catch me on the road, so after taking ibuprofen 
and a short break, I biked another agonizing 10 kilome-

warm food, and naked sWims on top of the •world ..• From 
the ski bills you can see the entire city and the incredibly 
blue Georgian Bay. Collingwood is beauty and inspira
tion. It is also neUt;osis and fear, the comer of a ~police 
state. The sacred spaces (like the abandoned shipyard in 
the harbour) are batted off while downtown comers 
resound with classical music - playing Bach in public; 
spaces discourages loitering and Collingwood is all 
about keeping young thugs in check. A giant camera 
(uncomfortably similar to the eye of Sauron in Lord of 
the Rings) overlooks Main Street from the clock tower in 
the city hall. 

tres. -

A sharp twist of the road in Singhampton took me to the 
top of the world. I found myself looking down on the 
escarpment staring in the face of God. I was suddenly 
rushing down the hills at maddening speed and below 
me I saw endless fields of green covered by a delicate 
mist. The descent towards Collingwood was 20 minutes 
of beauty, so that my eyes became moist and I wanted to 
die. 

Collingwood welcomed me witl~ visions of mountains, 

I took advantage of the temporary 
lull to put my right leg down and 
rush away. The barking eventual-
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This summer, Tudor Costache embarked ·on a 

sriO' a JOurney physically challenging and spiritual journey biking 
across southern Ontario. Here is his story. 
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Burning sunsets 
I rode along the escarpment all the way .. from 
Collingwood to Tobermory. Tobermory is Whete 
you go if you want to be surrounded by barren 
crags and burning sunsets. As I approached that 
ragged corner of land, I saw wilderness melt into 
rock, giving way to unimaginably deep and green 
waters, and in the evenings even the waters 
seemed to evaporate in a bleeding sunset that set 
the clouds on fire. 

Tobermory is an orgy of colours, where white 
rocky beaches merge into a translucent -abyss of 
blue. I w~s immensely r~lieved to reach the end of 
my journey. To celebrate, I spent an entire day hik
ing the Bruce Trail because I couldn't find the 
liquor store. 

return jumped and clutched their walking sticks 
wnenc they saw me walking toward them. 
"I'm sorry," one of them said when she recovered 
het breath .. "I thought you were a deer;" It's some
times easy to mistake an unshaven young man 
with a pained, murderous look in his eyes for a 
deer. · 

Tobermory left me tired and happy, my eyes burn
- ing with colours. 

The ride back home 
The scenery on the trail changed rapidly around 
me· from deep forests to rocky beaches to swelter
ing swamps. By the end of the day I was over~ 
whelmed, and once I got back to town I was unable 
to move - eleven hours of hiking broke my shoes 
and ravaged my muscles. I must have looked like 
hell. No wonder that the old ladies I met upon my 

Next morning, once it started rain
ing again, I packed up my tent and 
started the long ride back home. By 
the time I reached Tobermory I ran 
out of food and money, my bike 
barely held together and the winds 
always seemed to blow against me. 
For all that, the 2000 kilometre 
journey was-an exhilarating experi
ence. 

The ride back home was arduous 
and slow and the scenery changed 
again. I was returning to things I 
knew and everything started look
ing familiar again. With the escarp
ment and all that wilderness behind 
me, I once more found myself sur
rounded by rolling hills and green 
pastures, the land around me reek
ing of fertility. Cows watched me 
with deep suspicion. 

I got home late one evening, near
ly a month after my journey began, 
and I threw open the garage door, 
rolling my bike inside. A disgust
ing grin mutilated my unshaven 
face as I gently lay my gear against 
the nearest wall, thankful and 
immensely liappy .to be back. I felt 
alive, radiant and full of knowl
edge. The road taught me to sur
vive on a thin edge of asphalt, and 
I was longing to do it all again. 

At this price, mommy can 
call whenever she wants. 

TELUS TO TELUS 25 

$25/month* 

' • 0 

You sissy. 

111 1000 local mobile to mobile calling minutes 

between TELUS Mobility clients 

111 Up to 1000 local evening & weekend minutes 

Up to _100 anytime minutes 

Plus, get up to 3 months of unlimited local 
' calling, text messaging & picture messaging. 
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_ mobility• · 

the future is friendly8 

For more details on these great offers or to find a store near you, visit telusmobility.com/student 
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Student Life

Staying out of debt

Tips on how the average student

can save money effectively
CAITLIN HOWLETT

Editor-in-Chief

OSAP OSAP VCR, OSAP

OSAP brand new car.

Student debt comes in many

forms and clever rhymes, but the

fact remains students simply
don't know how to avoid or rem-

edy the financial plague. With the

average undergraduate debt rest-

ing somewhere around $20,000,

the onus is on the student to

change their spending habits so

their future will be a little more

pleasant.
One of the foremost problems

for students is not knowing what

they're getting into according to

Sarah Deveau, author of Sink or

Swim; Get Your Degree without

Drowning in Debt. Her new book

acts as a practical guide to stu-

dent debt management with help-
ful tips and hints on how to save

and how to make the most out of

the small amount of money stu-

dents have.

"Students don't realize how

much autonomy and power they
will have," said Deveau, making
note of the access to cash stu-

dents suddenly get once they
have student loans and multiple
credit cards. This freedom often

comes with rather long-term
financial repercussions.

Program selection is often an

underlying factor in student debt.

Many students choose the wrong

program and find out a year or

two later that they need to switch.

They are then forced to pay more

fees to make up extra classes they
need in order to accommodate

their new program requirements.
Other students get pressured

into a program they're not suited

for either by friends or family,
and again it takes time and

money before they realize they're
in the wrong discipline.

The solution is simple; be

resourceful and be aware of what

you are spending your money on.

Keeping track of where money is

going is the first step toward min-

imizing student debt. Taking the

time to plan the future will ensure

that an issue like majoring in the

wrong program will be avoided.

"Students don't

realize how much

autonomy and power

they will have."

- Sarah Deveau, author

Students already burdened by

an overwhelming debt load may
find help by contacting a commu-

nity credit counsellor rather than

going to someone costly like a

financial advisor. "The informa-

tion is at your finger tips, it's a

matter of taking the time to find

it," said Deveau, adding that the

value of the internet is insur-

mountable when it comes to man-

aging money and finding cost

saving avenues to pursue.

Deveau was quick to point out

that many students live for the

moment and often spend their

money on items that in their

minds will last forever, but in

reality will end up not serving
their intended purpose. She cau-

tioned students to avoid buying

big purchases like furniture,

because it will drastically alter

the future when you really want

to buy the items you need.

Advice that just makes sense

- get items that are temporary or

well used. Buy cheap, buy used

and take the time to go to garage

sales and take anything from a

friend. Deveau recommends ask-

ing parents or middle aged folks

for furniture because someone

always knows someone with an

extra couch or kitchen table just

collecting dust.

Another problem for students

is financing Reading Week vaca-

tions courtesy of their student

loans. Deveau saw many of her

friends and peers get into trouble

as they started to spend money on

trips and frivolous items. Again,
she cautions students from spend-

ing money on such things and

says waiting until you can really
afford the trip without putting it

all on a line of credit means

you'll enjoy it more and so will

your bank account.

To learn more about Deveau's

book, visit www.sinkorswim.ca,

where you'll find more tips about

saving money and controlling

spending habits.

Penny pinching will only get stu-

dents so far, and scholarships are

often forgotten.
Entrance scholarships have

come and gone, but first year stu-

dents still have a little less than a

month to apply for at least ten

different competitive awards and

scholarships. An application must

be filled out, but it could mean as

much as $1000 bonus to help you

out for the year.

Students entering second year

and above have a few more

options for scholarships to apply
to depending on their discipline.

These can be found by visiting
the Student Awards website at

wlu.ca and clicking on the appro-

priate link. The deadline for the

majority of scholarships is

September 30, 2004.

Tuition bursaries, a monetary

gift based on financial need, are

also available to undergraduate
students not in first year. The

provincial government demands

that the university reserve 30 per-

cent of any tuition fee increase in

the form of bursary assistance

and be accessible to full-time stu-

dents, hence the 30 percent

Tuition Bursary Fund. This year

the application will be available

November 1 and the deadline for

submission is January 31, 2005.

Last year, undergraduate stu-

dents were given up to $975

based on financial need. In con-

junction with the tuition bursary,

applicants will automatically be

assessed for almost 40 independ-
ent donor bursaries.

Bryan Shinn

A familiar pose common to those students facing large debt. Empty

pockets are not happy pockets.

Trade and save

JENNIFER ASSELIN

Student Life Editor

Gone are the days where text-

books were provided for students.

University means having to pur-

chase your own textbooks at what

some would refer to as astronom-

ical prices. There's no way to get
around the purchasing of text-

books, if you plan on passing a

course, you need to at least

peruse the material once or twice.

Textbooks can always be

shared of course but somewhere

along the line someone has to buy
them. In this case, both the

Laurier Bookstore and ACE

Laurier (Advancing Canadian

Entrepreneurship) have set up

programs to try and alleviate the

costs for students.

Both setups run simultaneous-

ly with the Bookstore beginning
their cash for books program

from September 13 to 17 and

ACE's Book Swap running from

September 14 to 20.

Although there is no intention

of competition between the two,

students who are interested in

swapping books for cash or buy-

ing their books a little cheaper
will have to make a choice

between the two.

"Yes and no," replied Kristen

Coombs, head cashier for the

Bookstore when asked if there

was competition between the two

groups. "The competition is there

because [the students] only have

the option of bringing it to one or

the other."

Coombs suggested ACE hold

their exchange possibly a week

later in order for students to com-

pare prices.

However, ACE has no inten-

tion of changing their dates, "It's

tradition now for the first week,"

replied Lindsay Whiting, co-

coordinator of the event this year.

"Students, by the second week,

usually have their textbooks.
"

As Coombs explained, the

way their exchange program

works is that outside company

Follett, comes in to run the entire

thing. The company purchases
the textbooks from students and

then sells them back to the book-

store or other bookstores.

A student returning a book

being used in the current Term by
Laurier will receive 50percent of

the new price of the book regard-
less of the condition the book is

in. If it's not in use Follett will

buy the textbook depending on

how old it is in order to sell it to

other university bookstores. Here

the student will receive 10 - 30

percent of the price.
The bookstore then sells the

books at a 75 percent increase,

which results in a 25 percent

profit.
As for ACE's bookswap they

work closely in conjunction with

the Bookstore as they provide
ACE with bags, a book list and

VISA processing equipment.

The way this program works

is that students drop off textbooks

on Tuesday and Wednesday of

next week and they can price
them at whatever they want -

similar to a garage sale. ACE stu-

dents are around in order to guide
the student pricing but it is entire-

ly up to the one selling the books.

ACE then marks up that price by
15 percent as their profit, which

goes to running the swap as well

as helping out the club.

Book sales take place on

Thursday and Friday and money

and leftover books are picked up

on Monday.
ACE's program began five

years ago and both the Bookstore

and ACE have been very success-

ful in creating opportunities for

both themselves as well as stu-

dents to profit somewhat from

textbook sales as opposed to end-

ing up in further debt.

Bryn Boyce

This sign is advertising the pro-

gram run by the bookstore.
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Witnessed a cat fight?
Student Life is now hiring
a weekly columnist to write

about things that intrigue them *
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position of
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Applications available

in the WLUSP office

DUE Sept. 17
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or call x 3563 for more info



Investing your money
JOHN MEDDICK

Cord Student Life

No
matter what age you are,

savings will most likely

seem like a tedious, difficult task.

Whether you're eight years old

buying the Ninja Turtles Pizza

Thrower (by far the coolest toy of

all time) or 18 worrying about

school tuition payments, it

always seems virtually impossi-
ble to find money to put away for

long-term savings or invest-

ments. The reality is that invest-

ing is an essential part to finan-

cial security, and the earlier you

begin the better.

If you're a typical student

your money is probably resting

comfortably in a low-interest sav-

ings account. Although it is a

safe, low-risk option that will

provide you with quick access to

your savings at any time, these

cash or cash equivalent options
will generally provide the lowest

rates of return.

For any student considering
their financial future beyond this

Thursday night at Paddy's, there

are a few other alternatives to

consider.

There are investment options

out there that can provide stu-

dents with a fixed income over a

relatively short period of time.

Common examples of these are

GICs and bonds, which may be

attractive as they provide a high-
er rate of return than your aver-

age savings account. The down-

side, however, is that your money

is no longer easily accessible and

available when you need it.

Possibly a factor to take into

account is that we tend too often

stray considerably from our

budgets.
For anyone interested in a

good read I suggest The Wealthy
Barber by David Chilton. A gen-

eral message by Chilton is to

make sure you designate a certain

percentage of your earnings
toward savings; just think of it as

another one of the endless bills

we routinely pay: internet, hydro,

water, phone, savings. With these

savings adding up more long-
term investment options become

available.

If you're a typical
student your money

is probably resting
comfortably in a

low-interest savings
account.

An interesting choice would

be to set up a mutual fund

account in which you're invest-

ing in a pool of different compa-

nies. As a short-term investment

this does prove to be the riskiest;

however, it does have the poten-
tial for the greatest long-term
benefits. Institutions such as the

Toronto Dominion Bank for

example can set up a "monthly

purchase plan," in which they can

automatically debit your account

for a predetermined amount

every month and invest it into

previously selected mutual funds.

They can offer to sit down

with you and discuss such factors

as time horizon - how long you

are willing to remain in the mar-

ket, and risk variance and toler-

ance.

Another major tool available

for long-term savings, yet rarely
taken advantage of by the aver-

age student, is of course RRSPs

(Registered Retirement Savings

Plans). Thanks to a local branch

of the TD Bank I was able to

obtain a few fundamentals of

RRSPs. The government of

Canada allows you to contribute

up to 18 percent of your annual

income into an RRSP every year

in which it can accumulate inter-

est and income. As for these com-

monly used savings plans, the

major appealing factors are the

income tax breaks they provide.

Although the typical, mini-

mum wage student may not be

overly concerned with tax breaks

at this age there is another major
reason why one might consider

starting an RRSP earlier. By

beginning to save sooner they
would be able to take advantage
of longer term compounding
interest, in other words, interest

earned on interest earned.

A remarkable illustration of

this: scenario one has a student

set up an RRSP at the age of 20

and contribute for only 10 years

until the age of thirty at a fixed

and constant annual contribution.

Scenario two, a working adult

sets up his at the age of 30 and

puts in the same annual contribu-

tion for the next 35 years. Believe

it or not the student in scenario

one will be further ahead come

the retirement age at 65, even

though having only contributed a

fraction of that of the working
adult. Compounding interest

makes that much of a difference.

Even though retirement feels

like half a lifetime away, it may

not be too early to look into put-

ting money aside for the future.

Bryan Shinn

Students can learn how to save money and invest it with a little

research so RRSPs and GICs will become second nature.

The ins and outs of your tuition bill

Administration

Council Fee:

Oddly enough, the non-

profit organization this fee

supports is running a sur-

plus. So like eating at

McDonald's, you're pay-

ing for something with no

substance.

Truth: This fee encom-

passes the operation of

the Students' Union and

all of the student repre-

sentation, services, pro-

grams and volunteer

opportunities available.

Health Plan:

This money comes in

handy after taking the

"Barf up Blood Challenge"
with your buddies at the

Turret.

Truth:This fee provides
for a health plan for those

students who don't have

health insurance from

another source. Covers

80% of prescription drugs
and extended health ben-

efits.

Green Fee: /

Fifty big whopping cents.

No wonder on-campus

greenspace is disappear-
ing fast.

Truth: This fee is used to

pay for environmental

projects around campus.

Student Union/

Building Fee:

The irony is you have to

pay
to have a building that

nouses all of the busi-

nesses you're expected to

sink money into.

Truth: This fee supports
the cost of operating and

maintaing the Fred

Nichols Campus Centre.

Student Pubs Fee:

Was this fee really worth all

the tripe you're reading?

Truth: This fee goes

towards funding for The

Cord Weekly, Blueprint
magazine, ClubLaurier, the

WLUer and the Keystone
Yearbook.

Tuition

There's nothing funny about

tuition.

Truth: This payment cov-

ers the courses you take

and the professors that

teach them, among other

things.

Copyright fee:

Owning the Copyright to

your work is very benefi-

cial. Just ask Paul

McCartney, who lost all

his to Michael Jackson.

Truth: We have no idea

what this is either.

Comprehensive
Student Services Fee:

Who says you can't buy
votes in a democracy?

Truth: This innovative fee

results in students funding
50% of the costs of

Student Sen/ices on cam-

pus in return for 50% of

the say in how the money
is spent. This fee helps

pay for Student Awards,

Health, Counselling and

Career Services among
other things.

Student Life Levy:

I'm sure you'd rather

spend your money on this

barrel of monkeys than on

something boring, like

alcohol.

Truth: This fee provides
for a variety of initiatives,

including funding the

1995 expansion of the

FNCC, scholarship and

bursary funds ana com-

puter and library acquisi-
tions.
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Vocal Cord
We asked senior students around WLU: What options do

underage students have now that they will no longer be

able to enter the Turret Nightclub on regular Turret nights?

(Pending the future decision to be made by the WLUSU

Board of Directors, the underage procedure will be in

effect until the decision is made.)

"I think they're just

going to drink in

residence."

BERNICE CHOU,

2ND YEAR

SOCIOLOGY

"There's really not

all that much [that

they can do]."

KATY PRITCHARD,

2ND YEAR

HONOURS MATH

"I think it sucks for first

year students. It definite-

ly hinders your first year

experience. Maybe they

could have underage

nights on a Wednesday

or Thursday."

BRYAN SLOOT,

4TH YEAR

SOCIOLOGY

"Wilf's, Dooley's

on Tuesday nights

they have an all

ages night, movies.

They just needto be

creative."

STEPHEN BOSS,

2ND YEAR

FINANCIAL MATH

"I would say

movies."

LISA MULLIGAN.

2ND YEAR MUSIC

[ALSO UNDERAGE]

"I think it's a good idea.

Especially if half the

people aren't drinking

anyways, it allows the

Turret to make more

money. I'm not going to

lie, I don't think there's

many [options]."

JAMIE PARTINGTON

4TH YEAR

COMMUNICATION

FROSH
Crossword

Across:

1: Ice

3. First years

7. 24 hour period

8. God of the sun

9. Frosh teams are divided by

13 The L of LR

15. What is over done at O-week

17. Good time to wake up

19 500

20. What you do to new people

22. Large ball of gas

24. Gets ready'

25. Gundarn type

26. Designed to attract patronage

34. Golf equipment

35 -Tac

36. Not going to be president

37. Campus tirst aid people

38. Found in a pen

39. Comic or shoe company

40. Take away abbrev.

41. America will make you an army of

•
Modus Operandi

44. Law school at York

Down:

1. God of wine

2. Good for sunburn

3. September season

4. Type-of bread, or good with coke

5. Cord cartoonist

6. Mythic Kingfisher

10. Surprise expression

11. Done at school

12. Place to keep dead people

14. Grain alcohol

16. Comrnon o-we ek feeli rig

18. Addictions

19. Controls Novell

21. -Garde

23 age, like most first years

24. Keg-

26. Team, but not with BA. Baracus

27. What cannot be done to BOD votes

28. Bronze component

29. After the beginning

30. Daddy- , dean of students-

Si . Distance-

32. Inter

33. Locomotive engine

42. Not 'yes'
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Do You Qualify?
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If you do, then write for us!

cora@wlusp.com

<g) Imperial Oil

Emp Ioyer of Choice*
• growth •opportunities •career •learning

Imperial Oil is Canada's largest fully integrated petroleum company and a major

■ v-'
'

producer of crude oil and natural gas. From the search for raw materials to the

creation of highly specialized refined products, we are a leader in research,

development, production, manufacturing, distribution, marketing and retailing.

■<" %
;

You may have been told to expect multiple employers over the course of your career. How would you

,
# %

/v
feel about multiple careers with a single employer? At Imperial Oil, we believe that being an Employer

of Choice means making sure your future with us is full of opportunities. If you're a graduate in

f' Engineering, Earth Science, Business Administration, or related disciplines, chances are that

■I
. i

* Imperial Oil has an opportunity that is right for you.

i
, ilr Plan to attend our Information Session.

Paul Martin Centre

Wednesday, September 15,2004

i
.

V

f '" 5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

For more information about graduate and summer/co-op opportunities at Imperial Oil, visit our Web site at.

www.imperialoil.ca/caoiptfs
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Win a FREE trip
to MONTREAL

when you opt-in
to the Phone Cord

-'TRAVELCUTS WlllloS)
See the world vour wav

v
—eW.m§ ".hStinn'T"

Opt-in to the Phone Cord by

logging on to telaris.wlu.ca

and you could win a trip to

Montreal courtesy of

TRAVEL CUTS

Call 884-0710 x 3564 or email

phone@wlusp.com for more information
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Sports

Hawks dispose ofweak Toronto squad
Pyear and supporting cast post
two majors early, make light
work of Toronto in season opener

BRYAN SHINN

Sports Editor

1 he first gift offered to the

gridiron Golden Hawks was the

2004 regular season schedule.

With Laurier set for a Labour

Day dance with a perpetually

poor University of Toronto team

to open the season, finishing the

game was a mere formality for

the home team.

Sporting new purple and gold

jerseys complete with decidedly
vicious numbering, the Hawks

made their point early and often,

eventually claiming victor by a

67-0 margin in front of a

healthy crowd of 3,852 at

University Stadium.

For the Hawks and their sup-

porters, any chance of a Toronto

upset was erased early in the

opening quarter. On the seventh

play of Laurier's first offensive

possession, quarterback Ryan

Pyear hooked up with slotback

Andrew Agro for a 37-yard
touchdown punctuating an 88-

yard drive. Three plays later,

Laurier's defence added to the

scoring, when Jeff Smeaton

picked off an errant Toronto pass

and marched into the western-

most endzone for the team's sec-

"The plan was just to

take what they gave

us."

- Ryan Pyear, Quarterback

ond major.
Toronto's inexperience was

clearly visible on this night, led

by rookie quarterback Mark

Stinson, who struggled against
Laurier's defence. Stinson play
was reminiscent of a young

Ryan Pyear in 2001, as he relied

on the running game and often

left the field three plays after he

stepped on.

However, if Pyear's first per-

formance of his senior campaign
is any indication of what Toronto

can expect in three years, the

freshman might be worth the

wait. In only one half of action,

Pyear went 12 for 13 from the

gun throwing for 290 yards and

three touchdowns and looked

posed against Toronto's cover-

three defence. Under his com-

mand, the team tallied 402 total

yards before the 30 minute mark.

For a team whose strength

was perceived to be the running

game, it was Agro who not only

proved he will be an impact
player this season, but also that

Laurier's air game will be a

force. The slotback collected

137 yards on seven tries in

Monday's affair.

Pyear confirmed that the

increased air traffic was a strate-

gic move. "With Derek (Medler)

gone, the coaching staff wants

me throwing a little more." He

added that his plan going in was

to simply take what Toronto

gave him and exploit their weak-

nesses.

With Medler permanently
removed from the Laurier squad,
the running backs appeared at

ease with the increased work-

load. Nick Cameron rang for 47

yards on 11 carries, while Bryon

Hickey amassed an impressive
64 on only four attempts in front

of a solid offensive line.

Over the course of the first

half, many wondered if it was

Laurier's strength or Toronto's

weakness they were witnessing.
One play that complemented the

latter occurred in the middle of

the second half during Toronto's

only legitimate scoring chance.

At Laurier's 10-yard line,

Toronto attempted a field goal
which was promptly missed.

The Laurier defender stationed

in the back corner of the endzone

accepted the ball and ran it back

to his own four-yard line, instead

of kneeling to surrender the

almost obligatory single point

safety.

After a first half that saw the

purple and gold outscore the

Blues 41-0, Head Coach Gary

www.laurierathletics.com

Ryan Pyear, 12-13 and 290 yards

www.laurierathletics.com

Ryan Pyear chiefs the Golden Hawks' offence early in the second quarter of Monday's game.

www.laurierathletics.com

Andrew Agro, 137 yards

Hitters awake in diamond action
MIKE BROWN
Staff Writer

After scoring just two runs en

route to three consecutive losses

to open the season, Laurier's

baseball team welcomed

Sunday's offensive outburst

with open arms. Nearby
Bechtel Park was the scene of

the explosion, where the Golden

Hawk offense mustered a com-

bined 16 runs in knocking off

the visiting McMaster

Marauders and University of

Toronto Varsity Blues.

In the first game of the double

header, team captain Derek

Rapini took the win despite

allowing seven runs over six

innings. It was the offence that

took centre stage, though, as

Rapini's teammates mustered

seven runs over the last two

innings to come from behind

and secure their first win, 10-7

over McMaster.

In the second game, Laurier

again found themselves in an

early hole. A two-base error by

right-fielder David Krant and

wild pitching from starter Phil

Cervoni combined to hand

Toronto a 3 - 0 lead. However,

the offense once again stepped

up. RBI singles by Jordan Wittig
and Krant, who later scored

himself on a passed ball, tied the

game at three after two innings.

Cervoni then took the mound

with renewed confidence in the

third, striking out two in a three

up, three down inning. After the

game, he said he'd noticed his

arm was hanging, and once he

brought it back over the top, he

was able to regain control and

spot his pitches well, which is

precisely what he did for the rest

of the game.

"I think our guys are

gaining their

confidence right now

and I think we're going
to do more winning."

- Paul Reidel, Head Coach

The Golden Hawks were able

to grab the lead for good in the

fourth when back-to-back sac

flies from rookie outfielders

Krant and JeffRomyn cashed in

Nick Guiler and Kevin Albrecht,

each with their second runs of

the game. Wittig also came

around to count after an aggres-

sive steal of third caught the

Toronto defense napping and the

ball careened into left field, giv-

ing Laurier a 6 - 3 lead which

they would not relinquish.
That was all the offence

Cervoni would need. He went

the distance, a sixth inning lead

off home run marking the only
other blemish on a very impres-
sive performance. The left-han-

der spotted his fastball well and

kept the Toronto hitters off bal-

ance with his devastating curve,

notching sixth strikeouts in the 6

- 4 win.

Coach Paul Reidel was very

happy with his team and

remains optimistic about their

chance. "I think our guys are

gaining their confidence right

now," notes Reidel, "and I think

we're going to do more win-

ning."
That prediction will be put to

the test in the coming week, as

the team travels to Brock on

Wednesday to face a perennial
winner. This Saturday at Bechtel

Park, the Golden Hawks host a

double header against a strong

Guelph team that defeated them

in the season opener. Though

they still have a lot of work to

do, things are definitely looking

up for Laurier's squad.

Bryan Shinn

David Krant is greeted by John Jurgaitis and Phillip Cervoni after

coming in to count.
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- Please see Football, page 24

GOLDEN HAWK

UPDATE

Week of

September 5-10, 2004

LAST WEEK'S RESULTS

09/01/04

M Baseball 1, Guelph 2

09/04/04

M Baseball 1, Western 3

M Baseball 0, Waterloo 5

09/05/04

M Baseball 10, McMaster 7

M Baseball 6, Toronto 4

09/06/04

M Football 67, Toronto 0

UPCOMING HOME GAMES

09/11/04

M Football vs Windsor,

2:00 PM, University Stadium

M Baseball vs Guelph,
1:00 PM, 3:30 PM

Bechtel Park

09/12/04

M Soccer vs Western,

1:00 PM, University Stadium

' • '■■■;

W Soccer vs Western,

3:00 PM, University Stadium

t
www.laurierathle^ft.com



Softballer gets to the top
Laurier's Eadie

experiences
"amazing"
Olympics

DAN POLISCHUK

Staff Writer

uwou've got to see it to

X believe it," as the old

saying goes, is possibly
the best way of describing soft-

ball player Cindy Eadie's feel-

ings of her two week Olympic
excursion in Athens this past

August.

. Eadie, also a goaltender with

the Golden Hawks women's

hockey team in 2003, was one of

the 15 players chosen to Head

Coach Mike Renney's 2004

Canadian Women's Softball

Team. Eadie got the call to cover

third base for the squad in May
after having to endure a three-

month trial in Burnaby, British

Columbia. As a final tune-up for

the Olympics, the team played in

numerous tournaments in the

United States, Australia and

New Zealand. They also played
in a Canada Cup, as well as a

World Cup event in the Czech

Republic.

"We believed we

could have been

medal contenders for

sure."

- Cindy Eadie

Having been with the national

program for four years, Eadie

felt that representing her country
in Athens was "so worthwhile."

"It was just so amazing to be a

part of the whole Olympic expe-

rience," said Eadie.

Going into the Games, she

considered the team good

enough to compete for a medal.

"We believed we could have

been medal contenders for sure.

Not exactly a gold medal, but to

have gotten one would have

been considered a huge

improvement from past team

results," she said.

Canada was foiled of an

opportunity for a medal after

putting itself in a tough position
in the round-robin standings.
With a 2 - 4 record, the team

needed a victory in its last game

and a Japanese loss to the

Chinese. Unfortunately, Canada

only held up its part of the bar-

gain. The team finished fifth and

out of the medal rounds.

"We didn't quite make it,"

said Eadie. "It's disappointing
because we had such great team

chemistry. But I have no

regrets," adding, "it just makes

us all hungrier."
Being a pillar on the hot cor-

ner, Eadie didn't commit an

error while starting all of

Canada's games at the position.
Of her own overall performance,
Eadie explained that she "wasn't

thrilled," but that there is always
room for improvement.

Asked to describe her adven-

tures off the diamond in Athens,

Eadie explained that the team

had made an earlier agreement to

stay focused for the games ahead

of them, therefore having to skip
the Opening Ceremonies. But

they made up for lost time after

they were ousted.

"We went to a lot of other

events like the diving, men's

baseball and beach volleyball.
We got to know John Child and

Mark Heese, so that was pretty

cool," she said.

In between, Eadie and her

teammates spent their time at the

Athletes Village, which she

described as covering a few

hundred acres. The dining hall

itself could seat 5,000 people at

one time. Team Canada was

housed across the street from

Australia and next door to

France, whom Eadie said could

get really rowdy. And nobody
would have been surprised to see

a few wine bottles on the lawn

the next morning.

Going into the Garrtes, the

most pressing issue involved the

billions of dollars spent by the

Greek government on security.

Quite simply, it never really
turned into an issue.

"We didn't really feel threat-

ened at all. We were always pre-

warned about possible situations

through our cell phones," said

Eadie. She added that the only
time a possible threat occurred

was during an anti-war rally in

downtown Athens. Even then

,they were e-mailed by the

RCMP to stay away.

"We're hoping (the
Olympics) gives us

some expereience for

the next time around."

- Eadie

With that type of safety, all

athletes could stay focused on

the events on hand. It was so

good that Eadie wants to do it all

over again.
"It's something I'm aspiring

for (2008 Olympics in Beijing).
We had a really young team this

year but we're hoping this gives
us some experience for the next

time around."

When asked to reflect back on

the best overall part of the

Olympic Games, Eadie doesn't

hesitate to answer.

"The best part is that you

don't realize you're really there.

It doesn't feel like such a grand

experience until it's over. That's

when you look back and think,

'Oh, yeah, I just played in the

Olympics.'"

Olympics.ca

While these Canadian athletes

celebrated, Eadie was at home

preparing for battle.

tsn.ca

Laurier's Cindy Eadie, foreground, embraces pitcher, Lauren Bay,
after she blanks Japan in Olympics softball play.

An open letter to the

Buffalo Bills
JIM MACINNIS &

TAYLOR LANDRY

Cord Sports

I promised myself I wasn't going
to cry. (exhale) Maintain.

0.J., I look to O.J. Simpson
for comfort.

Who other than a Buffalo

Bills fan can claim this with true

conviction? Not one. He was our

saviour. He was our first poster

boy. He was the Juice.

0.J., like all tied to ihe Bills,

has had a rough past couple of

years. Couple being the last 25.

I'm this close to asking the brass

in Buffalo to BRING HIM

BACK.

Wait. I said maintain.

Let me just say that I have

seen a contender fall to become

one of the biggest laughing
stocks of the league, or any

league for that matter.

After O.J. we had the 80s.

And what was the 80s? It was

Devo. It was Stamos. It was

painful. The 80s eventually
ended. And with that end came a

promise of success in the form of

Jim Kelly and Bruce Smith.

These two incredible speci-
mens had abilities that few could

match. What Jim Kelly lacked in

arm strength, he more than made

up for with intelligence and

heart. Bruce didn't lack a thing.
The mere mention of his name

brought quarterbacks to tears.

Finally, the wounds of the p'ast
began to heal.

One name ripped that band-

aid right off. Norwood. Scott

"Wide Right" Norwood. Kicker

extraordinaire. How sweet life

would have been if this hack

simply kicked the ball two yards
more to the left. The Bills would

have been champions and I

wouldn't be writing this letter.

But we shook it off. We knew

we would be back again. I mean,

with Norwood out of the picture
we were sailing. Unfortunately
others channelled Norwood's

proficiency to suck. The next

three years saw invites to the big
show, but upon arrival we saw

Redskins and Cowboys were

already sitting in our seats. And

they were wasting no time

attempting the hippity-dippity
with my little sister.

It was almost too much to

take. I think I blacked out for the

next six years. When I came to,

we had a new coach (whose
father's name was Bum - the

apple did not fall far from the

tree), a quarterback with a glass

jaw and an enormous ego, anoth-

er quarterback from the CFL

(what?), and a defense that mon-

keys could crack.

In Bills terminology,
the word miracle is

used almost

exclusively to refer to

something terrible that

has happened to you.

And yet, we managed to make

another playoff run in 2000.

Imagine this: sixteen seconds

left on the clock. Bills up by one

point. The game is by all

accounts a lock. The 90s started

with "Wide Right." The 21st

Century started with the "Music

City Miracle." In Bills terminol-

ogy the word miracle is used

almost exclusively to refer to

something terrible that has hap-

pened to you.

With the 2004 season looming
ahead, it is imperative that you
win at all costs.

You win when you're playing
the Jaguars or Patriots. You win

when you are playing chess on

the bus. You win when you are

playing a charity softball game

against the Buffalo police. You

do this by breaking kneecaps,
biting inner thighs, gouging

eyes, mocking opponents' chil-

dren, even the mascot is fair

game.

You do this because I don't

want to cry any longer. Bledsoe,

Spikes, Henry, Fletcher, even

McGahee: you owe it to me to

abandon your virtuous upbring-

ing and bite a nut or two if it

means hoisting the Lombardi

trophy for all of Tonawanda to

see.

I beg you all to take heed of my

simple request.

Yours Desperately,
Two Fans

(having referred to ourselves in

the singular, because at this

point all we have is each other)

Medler to plead guilty
BRYAN SHINN

Sports Editor

According to the August 21 edi-

tion of The Record, Derek

Medler, former Laurier student

and Golden Hawks football

player, will plead guilty on

October 7 to charges associated

with a home invasion shooting.
Last spring Medler was

apprehended on charges of

forcible confinement, kidnap-
ping, possessing a dangerous

weapon, possessing a loaded,

prohibited weapon and being an

accessory after the fact to an

attempted murder.

It is expected that the ex-run-

ning back will plead guilty to

only a portion of the intial

charges

In 2003, Medler finished sec-

ond in the Canadian Inter-

University Sports in rushing

yards, before being suspended
for 4 years for testing positive
for cocaine metabolites.

www.laurierathletics.com
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Jeffries pulled the plug on the

entire starting line-up which

allowed for a rather diverse scor-

ing sheet. Of the seven majors
recorded by the Hawks no play-
er scored more than one. Agro
and Smeaton marked six each, as

did Joel Wright, Andrew

Baechler, Dan Mcßridge, Mike

Maurice and Dante Luciani.

In one of the more interesting

subplots in the dull opener,

mega-recruit Luciani made the

first appearance of his collegiate
career. In one quarter of action,

the Oakville native recorded his

first touchdown pass on a one-

yard flick to Michael Maurice

and his first touchdown on a

botched snap which led to five-

yard quarterback-keeper.

Following the game, an all-

smiles Luciani, surrounded by

an exuberant family, made men-

tion of just how exciting it was

to play at University Stadium.

To the freshman's luck, his first-

year peers arrived, in jovial spir-

it, at the start of the third quarter.

Luciani's glory will be short-

lived as the Golden Hawks next

opponents, the Windsor Lancers,

pose a more substantial threat

making it unlikely the youngster

will see the field. Pyear, on the

other hand, is ready to embrace

the blitz-happy Lancer defence.

"They'll bring the heat," said

the self-described clutch player
with a smile. It is all too evident

that Pyear is ready to get the real

season started.
www.laurierathletics.com

Dante Luciani

Theawk
list
LINEBACKERSOLID IN SEASON OPENER

Almost inevitably, the offensive output of

Laurier's football team this past Monday has

effectively overshadowed a strong defensive

performance. So as the attention gets paid to

Pyear and Agro, Jesse Alexander, whose domi-

nant performance included two and a half sacks

and two tackles in only two quarters of PT, is left

with piece of mind. Granted, Laurier could have

fielded the cast of Golden Girls on the defensive

line and still triumphed over Toronto.

THE MOUSTACHED-ONE RETURNS TO THE

DOME

On August 28, former Blue Jays Ranee

Mulliniks made his glorious return to the city
that loved him so. A man, who armed with

glasses and full-blown moustache, hit the first

inside-the-park homerun at Skydome, was an

emotional leader when the Jays were champions
in 1992, and was eventually named the best util-

ity man in team history. It's tough to hold back

tears when a man of Ranee's calibre waves to

the Toronto faithful with all the world's grace
and dignity.

A FALL OF EPIC PROPORTIONS

With a line-up of proven NBA superstars cou-

pled with the best young talent in basketball,

there was simply no reason why the American

Basketball team shouldn't have won by any less

than 20 at all. But they lost, and the basketball

universe smiled. In 15 years, when bailers from

Lithania, Puerto Rico and Argentina dominate

the association after being inspired as a child the

NBA will point to the Athens Olympics as the

moment basketball changed forever.

PULLING A PERDITA

Many have lambasted the world champion for

choking under the pressure of an Olympic stage,
while others have offered sympathy in the name

of sportsmanship. I give Felicien credit for try-

ing a new technique in the biggest race of her

life. The "half basketball pick, half hockey

body-check" successfully took out one oppo-

nent, but left the other six to finish the race.

Why race the competition when you can take

those suckers out?

CANADA'S FAVOURITE ELDER STATESMEN

With a combined age of 245, Bob Cole and

Harry Neale continue to be the voice of a hock-

ey nation with surprising enthusiasm.

Throughout the World Cup of Hockey, the two

have proven they are still the best broadcasting
team in hockey while simultaneously muting the

criticism that the two should toss in the mic.

While Cherry draws the headlines and Hrudy,
the hair mousse, Bob and Harry go about their

business as if guided by the hand of God.

Play of the Week
MIKE BROWN

Staff Writer

Phil Cervoni of the Wilfrid

Laurier baseball team snagged

Play of the Week honours with

his circus catch in a Sunday
afternoon game.

In the type of play that one

never duplicated, Cervoni react-

ed to a hard liner back up the

middle and put his glove on the

ball, which then remained in the

air just long enough for him to

grab it with his bare hand to

record a rather unorthodox out.

"I thought it was going to hit

me and I just managed to get [the

glove] up," explained Cervoni

who was simply happy to avoid

injury. He concluded, "luckily (I

was) able to move in time to get

my hand on it."

Bryan Shinn
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Laurier wins opener
- Football, from page 22

F,SL Teacher Training Courses

■ intensive 60-Hour Program

■ Classroom Management Techniques

■ Detailed Lesson Planning

■ Comprehensive TeachingMaterials

■ Internationally Recognized Certificate

■ Job Guarantee Included

■ Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars

1-800-269-6719 / 416-924-3240

■for an All Inclusive

8 Month Term

Minutes Tanning
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/ limited time offer Valid student ID requited.
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Want to graduate with a black belt?

Tae Kwon Do
Registration Class Times

September 20-23, 3-7pm. @ AC Mon. & Wed. 7:30-9:3opm
or pre-register on-line

FREE Cost: $40 Per

CLASSES term

SEPT. 13th, 15th, 7:30-B:3opm Info: Jen/Kyle 896-0875

@ NORTHDALE laurier.taekwondo@sympatico.ca



I l&D DELIVERIES IDC. I
We Deliver: Beer, Liquor/mix, Wine, Fast Food, Cigarettes, Empty returns available

Licenced by the AGCO

Hours: Mon. to Thu. 8:00a.m. - 10p.m.; Fri. 8:00a.m. - 11p.m.; Sat. 9:30a.m. - 11p.m. & Sun. 12:00p.m. - 5 p.m.
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Taking the stage next was politi-
cal punk band Closet Monster.

The band, consisting of ex-Avril

Lavinge bass player London

Spicoluk, was greeted by the

crowd with enthusiasm as well

as a few unnecessary "Play
SkBter Boi!" jokes. Ripping
through such songs as

"Convictions of a Schoolyard

Anarchist," Closet Monster

enticed the crowd with their

messages of political awareness

and struggle. With a high energy

performance, it was clear that

the crowd was unified in the

struggle alongside the band.

Although Closet Monster's

musical style is strikingly differ-

ent from Alexisonfire's, their

sincerity and genuine concern

for creating a more equal world

resonated and reflected the tone

of O-Week.

With just one more band left

until Alexisonefire, Blue Skies

At War strolled onto the stage
with an apparent lack of enthusi-

asm. Their somber entrance was

no indication of what was to

come. They began their live per-

formance with a high octane

dose of intense hardcore break-

downs as well as some beautiful

guitar work courtesy of their duo

of axe men.

With their guitars tuned and

ready for musical war, St.

Catharines-based hardcore band

Alexisonfire stepped onto the

stage with an intense level of

exuberance that would render

even the most enthusiastic Ice

Breaker speechless. They began
their eight song set with the song

"Accidents," the first single off

their new release Watch Out.

Even though the band had just
flown in from the United

Kingdom a day prior, they were

in stunning form and were

unwilling to compromise the

intensity of their live perform-
ance. With the circle pits in full

effect, Alexisonfire proceeded to

rip through such songs as "Water

Wings" and "Happiness by the

Kilowatt." Without a shadow of

a doubt, the musical highlight of

the night was the intensely beau-

tiful song "Polaroids of Polar

Bears." Besides treating the

crowd to their craft, lead singer

George Pettit told the hilarious

story of his scar which he later

revealed to the crowd.

Alexisonfire ended their set with

a bull's-eye, playing the hit sin-

gle "Pulmonary Archery," from

their first self-titled album.

For those who are craving
more of Alexisonfire, they're on

the brink of a cross-Canada tour

with the talented Christian hard-

core band Hopesfall and

Guelph's own Moneen, as well

as Closet Monster. They will be

rolling into Guelph's The Palace

on September 21.

Although Alexisonfire's style

of music is not a staple of the

mainstream, the crowd seemed

to embrace them with open

arms. All and all, the show

moved smoothly and the acts

were a breath of fresh air

amongst the smog of pop music

that pollutes the musical land-

scape. Alexisonfire's mixture of

melodic guitar interludes and

blazing red hot screams was a

great addition to the stellar line-

up of O-Week activities. Let's

face it, cheering can be fun but

rocking out is definitely way

better.

www.thereason.ca

Writing this caption would be much more fun if O-Week concert

openers The Reason were still called Sewing with Nancie.

www.theonlybandever.com

Alexisonfire's outward calm in this photo definitely belies the intensity of their live show

Entertainment

Popjoy pleases
CARLY BEATH

Entertainment Editor

Those who were lured by the

quadruple-bill main event in the

Turret on Tuesday night missed

out on an excellent show hap-

pening just downstairs.

London, Ontario's Popjoy

played two sets at Wilf's that can

best be described as crowd-

pleasing. Their impressive musi-

cianship and well-crafted setlist

made quick fans out of the mem-

bers of the audience.

Lead singer/rhythm guitarist
Sarah Smith possesses a seem-

ingly effortless super-energetic

stage presence and a sweet ye

edgy voice reminiscent of Pink -

except Pink only wishes she was

half as cool as Smith. After the

second song, she told the crowd

she was excited to be in

Waterloo and that she "hear[d]

the air is good, and the sex is

good too," which of course

elicited loud cheers.

One thing that sets Popjoy

apart from other bands is their

talent for performing familiar

covers with a unique twist. They
started one of their trademark

cover medleys with "Running
with the Devil", which segued

into the music from "Back in

Black" overlaid with vocals

from Red Hot Chili Peppers'
"Give it Away," which in turn

became "I Love Rock 'n' Roll."

Next up was one of the band's

own songs,
which was followed

by "Wild Thing", which served

as a fitting introduction for the

antics that were up next. The

lead guitarist told the crowd he

had been bad the previous night
and needed to be punished. By
this point it was obvious where

this was headed. He proceeded
to pull down his pants and have

a girl standing in the front

administer the aforementioned

spanking.
The band next proved their ver-

satility by having Smith and

drummer Glen Gamble switch

places, for what the temporary

vocalist dubbed his "really bad

Mick Jagger" - a cover of

"Satisfaction." They then

switched back to finish the first

set with a massive string of cov-

ers: "Venus," "Smells Like Teen

Spirit," "Bad Touch," "Music," a

short riff from "Crazy Train,"

"You Spin Me 'Round (Like a

Record)," "Enter Sandman," and

Carly Beath

.
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Popjoy loves the crowd, and the crowd loves them back. Isn t that

nice.

Thought provoking Hero

ERIC CHOW

Movie Critic

The Narrative

Hero is set in ancient China and

involves a man called Nameless

(Li) who has journeyed to the

capital of Qin to receive his

reward for capturing the three

mighty assassins. Sky, Broken

Sword (Leung) and Flying
Snow (Cheung), were the three

assassins whom had vowed to

take the king's life for all the

tyranny that had been caused by
this one individual. The king

requests Nameless to recount

the story of how he captured

probably the greatest martial

artists of the entire country, for

he is deeply interested in

Nameless' wild tales of combat.

Academic Value

This film presents a notion that

is often left to discussions in

political science lectures, in its

question of whether there is a

greater importance towards that

of the greater good. In the con-

struction of Jean Rousseau's

political philosophy, he centred

on the premise thatikll men have

an individual will that may often

contradict the general will,

whereby this individual will is

founded -on the basis of human

nature being concerned with

self-preservation. Hero is not

simply an action film because it

challenges the viewer to ques-

tion one's own political position

by asking "Does the need of

many outweigh the needs of a

few?"

Who should you see it with?

Your martial arts instructor.

My Take

I am still holding my breath.

There just don't seem to be

enough words to describe this

film. Hero is an historical epic
art film in the shell of an action

film with its political assassina-

tions, clan feuds, love triangles
and the most jaw-dropping mar-

tial arts action this side of The

Matrix. Hero is indeed more

than a typical male action film.

There are many layers behind

the narratives and the director

has left the viewer to decipher
them rather then simply present
them on the screen. The film

draws from Rashomon-style
cues and plot design. But to

directly compare the two films

would be like comparing apples
and oranges. Hero is vivid in its

cinematic mise-en-scene and

film studies students should pay
close attention to the coloring
schemes of the different fighting

sequences. However, there are

similarities, one being that as the

viewer watches the film, he or

shejDegms toe story,-.,
teller and wonders whether there

exist hidden motives. To say

more would spoil the movie, but

it is definitely nice to see Zhang

Ziyi back on the big screen.

Cheeky Fact

After Jet Li read the script for

Hero, he cried twice (you can

make fun of him at your peril).
He had wanted to' be a part of

this film so badly that when the

studio executives said that they
could not afford his salary he

offered to take a huge pay cut.

movies.yahoo.com

Would you laugh at this man's

tears?

movies.yahoo.com

Jetsj-i fights!
She will die 4 times in tne movie.

Punk rockers light up the Turret
- Concert, from cover

- Please see Popjoy, page 28
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Showdown: the movies of summer 2004

Two of The Cord's movie critics square off on the summer's films: Brad Skelton praises
some, and tears a few apart, Rob Crocco doesn't hurt anyone's feelings

Brad Skelton

Robert Crocco

Staff Writer

Now
that the summer movie

season is officially over,

let's take a moment to reflect

upon some of the more notable

titles that were in circulation.

Spider-Man 2

Not the best film of the summer,

but probably the best of all the

blockbusters. This is one of

those rare sequels that outdoes

the original. The action

sequences and special effects

were great, but what really made

the film work is that it under-

stood and respected the super-

hero mythology while at the

same time making Peter

Parker/Spider-Man sympathetic,
vulnerable and convincingly
human.

Collateral

Michael Mann's tendency to

glamorize his hard-boiled cops
and tough-guy crooks is starting
to look silly (especially after

doing the same thing much bet-

ter in Thief, Manhunter and

Heat), but this is still a solid

thriller. Tom Cruise and Jamie

Foxx work well together, with

Foxx as a particular surprise try-

ing to prove himself as a "seri-

ous" actor. As for Cruise, this is

the role he was born to play:

charming, confident, smart, cyn-
ical, sadistic and totally amoral.

He's in top form here.

Fahrenheit 9/11

Michael Moore may have bitten

off more than he can chew here:

he's too eager to bend the truth,

fudge details, sentimentalize,

blow hot air
up our asses and

then congratulate his primary
audience for agreeing with him.

The people most likely to see

this film already agree with

Moore anyway, so he doesn't

work very hard at sustaining an

intellectual argument, choosing
instead to exploit those people
he feels are being victimized by
the current administration in a

desperate ploy to show how

uncaring Bush is. Not that I like

George Bush any better - I hate

the man and all he stands for -

but Moore should be spending
more time deconstructing the

Bush government's foreign poli-

cy and less time on these sup-

posedly heart rending spectacles,
such as Flint resident Lila

Lipscomb doubled over and cry-

ing in front of the White House.

The movie is too simplistic, sup-

plying pat answers to the com-

plex problems created by the

Bush government.

Control Room

A fascinating documentary
about A 1 Jazeera (along with

some other major news net-

works) and their coverage of the

war in Iraq. This is the film that

makes 9/11 look like a lot of

bloated, self-indulgent fantasy
from Michael Moore.

King Arthur

Broad, generic and totally banal,

all of which indicates the Jerry
Bruckheimer seal of approval.
This Hollywoodization of the

Arthur legend is DOA and so

lacking in personality that we

cannot care whether the heroes

live or die. Even the battles are

dull.

Control Room makes

Fahrenheit look like

bloated self-

indulgent fantasy

Hero

A gorgeous film to look at,

which is no surprise since it's the

most expensive film in the histo-

ry of Chinese cinema, but that

makes it all the more unfortunate

that the story is such ridiculous

nonsense. The film's flashback

structure, modeled on

Rashomon, is too self-con-

sciously clever and quickly
becomes redundant, the "ele-

gant" wire-work fight scenes

look too choreographed and the

ideological underpinnings sim-

ply do not hold water. By the end

of the movie, the heroes actually
side with the villainous tyrant

because, even though he has

killed hundreds of thousands of

people, he has done so for the

noble cause of uniting all of

China in peace. It wouldn't sur-

prise me at all if the Chinese

government funded this

Jingoistic claptrap.

Troy

Okay, so maybe Brad Pitt is mis-

cast as Achilles, and maybe the

romantic elements are faintly
laughable (so, for that matter, is

Orlando Bloom, who is boring,

complacent, and unworthy of

celebrity status), but this is still a

solid sword and sandals epic in

the classical Hollywood mode.

The supporting cast is filled out

well by terrific character actors

like Brian Cox and Sean Bean,

the battle scenes are incredibly
well staged, and the special
effects are integrated into the

film much more convincingly
than in a film like Gladiator.

This may be "The Iliad" lite, but

damned if it isn't dazzling eye

candy.

The Village
A complete disaster that proves

M. Night Shyamalan's shtick

may be wearing thin. The twist

ending is as obvious as they
come, and the whole story is

built on such a flimsy premise
that it collapses under its own

pretensions. The actors look uni-

formly uncomfortable reciting
their stilted dialogue and appear
rather glum, as though they were

trapped in a bad high school

play. The movie resembles noth-

ing so much as the worst

Twilight Zone episode filtered

through The Truman Show.

Before Sunset

A brilliant follow-up to Richard

Linklater's 1995 film Before
Sunrise. Linklater reassembles

his stars Ethan Hawke and Julie

Delpy, all of whom wrote the

screenplay, and allows these

characters to talk and reminisce

for 80 minutes. The dialogue
takes on a musical cadence after

a while because it flows so beau-

tifully as the cinematographer
executes complicated shots.

There is not a false moment in

the film.

Rivers and Tides

This is one of the best films I've

seen this year, although it actual-

ly came out in 2001 and has been

floating in limbo since then. It's

about Andy Goldsworthy, an

artist who creates sculptures
from natural objects like rocks

and twigs. Most of the sculptures
self-destruct within a day, so

film is the perfect medium for

capturing their beauty as well as

the process that goes into mak-

ing them. The film is a medita-

tion on Goldsworthy's dreams

and obsessions.

Staff Writer

Unlike last summer, the summer

of 2004 produced some fabulous

films from all corners of the

globe including Italy, Japan,
China and of course America.

Without ignoring the most

obvious of American block-

busters, Spider-Man 2 proved
to surpass the original Spider-
Man installment with a more

thoughtful and graphically
enhanced product. The most

notable scene is when

Spiderman stops a speeding sub-

way from immanent disaster;
the true depth of Peter Parker

resonates through his alter ego
and the

passengers pay tribute to

him by carrying him over their

shoulders like a fallen god. The

other crucial element to Spider-
Man 2's popularity lies in Dr.

Octavious, whose overwhelm-

ing presence on the screen is

comparable to that of The Joker

from the original Batman.

Michael Moore's Fahrenheit

9/11 may be the most important
American film to emerge this

summer because of its material

pertaining to the Bush govern-

ment. Bathed in controversy,
Fahrenheit 9/11 delivers a

unique perspective as it seems to

prove that the war in Iraq was

justified through evidence that

ultimately did not exist. Do not

underestimate Moore, though.
However brilliant he may seem,

he structures his documentary in

a highly manipulative fashion,

but then again, the six o'clock

news on CNN does the same.

My favorite international film

this summer was an Italian film

entitled I'm Not Scared.

Beautifully filmed, it opens with

a number of children racing
through a wheat field; the

colours of the landscape rich

with yellow and blue. This film

tells the delicate story of a two

boys who share a unique bond

amidst a world that looks to

negate that value. There is a cer-

tain charm to this film that

evokes aspects of childhood:

equality, curiosity and bravery -

a must see for admirers of inter-

Fahrenheit 9/11 may
be the most

important American

film to emerge this

summer

national film.

Another great international

film this summer came from

Japan called Yatoichi. A story
about a blind swordsmen,

Yatoichi is funny, stylistic and

has flawless martial art perform-
ances. The most enjoyable
aspect of this film is the comic

undertone which engages the

viewer in a fantasy-like world

that ail comes together during
the closing credits, when all the

actors are dancing together.
The best international film to

materialize this summer is prob-
ably Hero. A striking film visu-

ally, Hero may have the most

intricate martial art scenes since

Crouching Tiger, Hidden

Dragon, and viewers will defi-

nitely connect the two films.

Like Rashomon, Hero's narra-

tive is told through storytelling,
and in order to decipher truth

within the film, the viewing
must watch many different sce-

narios that may or may not have

happened - either way, the film

succeeds in all areas of narrative

technique. The colours are daz-

zling and the acting is passion-
ate. This film brings to life a

Chinese legend that is monu-

mental in meaning as the quest
for peace becomes a journey of

inner strength.
The sleeper film this summer

is an American film by Michael

Mann. Starring Tom Cruise and

Jamie Foxx, Collateral is a

unique film because the entire

film practically takes place in a

taxi cab.

Cruise delivers an outstand-

ing performance as an unlikely
hit-man, but Foxx steals the

honours as a shy and genuinely
innocent cab driver whose

charm and politeness are unlike

Foxx's previous roles, which

proves he is worthy of a leading
role. Well-crafted by Mann's

complex camera shots, the

streets of LA serve as a play-

ground where Cruise and Foxx

feed off each other's talents as

actors - the chemistry between

them is unparalleled this sum-

mer.

All in all, the summer of 2004

was an incredible summer for

film. Honourable mentions

include: Rivers and Tides,

Spring Summer Fall

Winter...Spring, Intermission

and Super-size Me.

Contributed Photo

Both critics loved Tom Cruise and Jamie Foxx in Collateral, and were impressed with Tobey Maguire's Peter Parker/Spiderman character in Spider-Man 2, but Michael Moore's
Fahrenheit 9/11 left them bitterly divided.
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"You Shook Me All Night

Long."
Their second set consisted of

many equally recognizable cov-

ers ranging from Nirvana's

"Lithium" to AC/DC's

"Thunderstruck" as well as some

originals, including their new

single "Do I?" The single was

extremely catchy and would def-

initely be a great addition to the

area's radio stations' playlists.
As they neared the end of

their set. Smith told the audi-

ence, "I know you've never

heard of us before - 'Who the

fuck is Popjoy?' - so thanks for

showing us the love." They then

launched into their last "song,"

which was really a montage of

what Smith dubbed "cheesy 90s

shit."

Popjoy's combination of great

original songs, innovative and

fun covers and high energy level

topped with the technical ability
to pull it all off definitely sent

the Wilf's crowd home happy

Tuesday night.

Ear

CANDY

With their seventh album, The

Tipping Point, The Roots have

finally made a record that should

appeal to both their devoted fans

and the commercial masses.

Hailed as one of the greatest hip

hop band of all time, The Roots

are always reinventing them-

selves with thought-provoking
lyrics and melodic sounds. This

album shows that the band is

finally ready for some commer-

cial success.

The 10-track extravaganza
sounds like a jam session at

times, with instrumental solos in

songs like "Guns are Drawn"

and "Stay Cool." However, the

group churns out several club-

friendly tracks as well, with

"Duck Down" & "Don't Say
Nuthin,'" the lead single of the

album. This single features one

of the best drunkenly mumbled

versions of a chorus I've ever

heard, accompanied by shuffles

of claps and snare. There is also

a great sample of Sly and the

Family Stone's "Everybody is a

Star" on their opening track

"Star/Pointro," a soulful beat

that delivers a message stressing
that it doesn't take much talent

to make it big in the rap game

nowadays with lines like: "It's a

lot of bullshit floodin' the scene/

where everybody's a star and hot

shit is few and far between/ we

lose the grip of what, garbage
mean."

The track "Web" features the

only MC left in the group, Black

Thought, doing his best three

minute rap marathon over ?uest-

love's drumming melody. The

last track, "Why (What's Goin

On?)" is 16 minutes long, with a

hidden track that features Skillz

and Mr. Dave Chapelle. This

song contains the most socially-
conscious lyrics on the album, as

Black Thought questions soci-

ety's way of living through

many different circumstances.

Overall, this album greatly

exemplifies The Roots' trade-

mark musicianship, making this

a record that will surely set the

tipping point for attracting new

audiences to its already well-

established fan base.

-Leo Yu

The dedication on Goodnight

Nobody reads "to all those who

have loved and lost and loved

again." The album, the sixth full

length solo release from former

Eric's Trip bassist Julie Doiron,

definitely focuses on the loss

part.
The songs flip back and forth

between tales of love gone

wrong and the hardships of

being apart from a significant
other in the vein of Yeah Yeah

Yeahs' "Maps." While none of

the songs here approach the

sheer melancholic genius of

"Maps," they definitely have

their own charm. The simple, but

not boring arrangements and

quiet feel of the album give the

impression that you're eaves-

dropping on someone. Indeed,
one of the songs was recorded in

an apartment in Toronto.

Doiron has a pretty voice, but

definitely not in the glossy,
American Idol kind of way. It

would best be described as sweet

and quirky, and it serves to por-

tray intense sadness better than

any over-produced pop singer
ever could.

The album's one weakness is

its lack of diversity. Doiron has a

knack for writing beautiful

melodies, but the similarity of

style and theme tends to cause

the songs to blend together after

a while. One standout is "Last

Night," thanks in part to its flut-

tering guitar fills.

It certainly won't be a main-

stream chart-topper, but it just

might be the perfect soundtrack

to missing someone.

-Carly Beath
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Spanking was non-musical highlight
- Popjoy, from page 26
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Arts

O-Week poetry reading too beatnik for frosh
STEFAN SEREDA

Arts Editor

Student Publications'

impromptu poetry reading

was almost as empty as T.S.

Eliot's Wasteland.

Planned as an alternative

event for Frosh Week,

Wednesday night's open reading
for poets and musicians attracted

few first year students, a factor

that contributed to an intimate

setting for the artists. Last

minute planning by Student

Publications and absolute aban-

donment by the Students' Union

kept the attendance low and the

atmosphere low-key.

Despite the presence of coffee

and cookies, only 25 people

were present to hear the opening
reading by WLUSP President

Craig Radcliffe, which was muf-

fled by the cacophony of yam-

mering Shinerama volunteers

passing through the 24-Hour

Lounge. Alysia Wyville, a fourth

year English student, was the

first to draw in the crowd with

her dramatic monologues
"Destination" and "Pan Tile and

Pearls," as well as her other orig-
inal poems "Fear of Heights"
and "Say It Aloud." Wyville's
use of tone of voice especially

piqued the audience's interest.

The most poetic
moment may have

came when a woman

walked by with both

her dog and her child

on their own

respective leashes.

Cajoled into reading his own

poetry with a chorus of "Da-

ave," Blueprint Editor-in-Chief

David Alexander stormed

through what he called "a snob-

by joke on a Margaret Atwood

poem" entitled "Am/Not." The

poem was also a scathing take on

Molson's "I am" slogan, with

Alexander illustrating how he

"hates nationalism."

As canonical readings such as

Eliot's "The Love Song of J.

Alfred Prufrock" and Aphra
Ben's "Love in Fantastic

Triumph Sat" moved the

evening along, the audience

grew with faces unfamiliar to the

English Club and Poetry WLU

members who were dominating
the proceedings. The environ-

ment grew more boisterous.

Although Alexander opened
his reading by commenting that

the event was "pretty somber,"

soon he was making fun of his

own poetry for a laugh, and talk

of the name game was spread-

ing.
The first year students in

attendance were warmly wel-

comed by the WLUSP staff and

Poetry WLU members, who

changed the seating part way

through to incorporate newcom-

ers. Emily, a first year student

who dared to read Shakespeare's
"Sonnet 117," received loud

applause for participating.
Even though the laughs were

increasing, many of the poems

examined taking one's life as a

theme. Other topics explored
included love, poverty, HIV, fear

and aging, to name a few.

Still, the most poetic moment

of the evening may have came

when a woman walked by with

both her dog and her child on

their own respective leashes.

Over top of one of the readers,

the child was screaming "let go

of him," referring to the dog, and

running far ahead of the mother.

You can't plan poetry like that.

Contributed photo

Maya Angelou, along with most of the first
year students on campus,

did not attend Wednesday night's poetry reading.

Cliffnotes: Arts events

from the edge... of K-W

Fish fetish

A tropical fish show jar compe-

tition will take place at the

Adult Recreation Centre located

at 185 King Street South, right
next door to Brick Brewery.

Delusions of grandeur
The River: Grand! exhibition is

set to open at the Kitchener-

Waterloo Art Gallery on

September 12 at 2pm, and ran

until November 14.

Contemporary and historical

artwork related to the Grand

River will be on display, includ-

ing works by Carl Hiebert,

Sandra Martin, Shelley Niro

and Homer Watson. I have

doubts as to the tropical fish

content.

Starving for music, salami,

at noon

Guy Few and Stephanie Mara

will kick off the Fall 2004

Music at Noon season on

September 14 in the Maureen

Forrester Recital Hall. Both

musicians will tickle the ivories,

and Few will also be playing
trumpet. No, they're not trying
to trick you so the line-up for

perogies in the cafeteria is

shorter: it really does start at

noon.

Clay and glass!?! Kick ass!!!

Celebrating its 10th anniversary
is The Spiral Canadian Clay &

Glass Gallery on Caroline Street

North in Waterloo. Included in

the festivities is an Evening of

Recognition on September 23,

wherein the winner of the

Winifred Shantz Award for

Ceramists for 2004 will be

announced. The works of

Heather Wood and John

Kepkiewicz of Thorn Glass will

remain on display until

September 25, and From Hands

to Lips: An Exhibition of Clay
and Glass Drinking Vessels

will continue until October 3.

Seems like old times

The largest professional seniors

show in the World, The Geritol

Follies, will descend on

Kitchener's Centre in the

Square with the tremendous

speed 0f... old people. Their

Take Back the 70's show takes

place Wednesday, September 29

at 2:oopm. Don't be late, or

they'll miss the early bird spe-

cial.

Here's a hot flash!

Menopositive! The Musical!

hits the Centre in the Square
with the fury of two exclama-

tion points on October 1 at Bpm.
The musical allegedly "explores

the sorrows, joys, challenges,
and physical changes facing

women in mid-life."

Call for submissions

The Kitchener-Waterloo Art

Gallery is seeking submissions

for a series of Biennal curated

exhibitions scheduled to open at

the gallery on July 3, 2005. For

more information, call 519-579-

5860. The deadline for submis-

sions is December 30, 2004.

States of being in the garden of life

Stefan Sereda

Arts Editor

Zach Braff has given the world a

lot of nothing in his debut film,

Garden State, with a candle of

hopeful something on top. And

it's beautiful.

Garden State is Braff's pre-

miere attempt at writing and

directing, and the Scrubs' star

also plays the main character,

Andrew, in this comedy-drama
about the joys and pains that

coincide with discovering mean-

ing in life for those of us in our

twenties. The result is an enter-

taining and moving collection of

episodic encounters during
Andrew's New Jersey home-

coming, with wit and quirky
humour moving the film along.

Less humourous is the film's

inciting incident. When

Andrew's paraplegic mother

drowns, the depressed and pas-

sive protagonist is called home

from L.A. to meet with his psy-

chiatrist father, who has pre-

scribed Andrew lithium since his

son was 10. What follows is a

coming-to-awareness story,

seemingly directed at twenty-

somethings, wherein Andrew

meets up with his old high
school friends and the group

examines where they all ended

up.

The real drama starts unfold-

ing during one strikingly origi-
nal scene, however, wherein

Andrew meets Sam, played by
Natalie Portman, when she

laughs because he lets a dog

hump his leg in a doctor's wait-

ing room. From there, Andrew

and the rambunctious, emotive

Sam make friends and begin to

fall for each other while they

look for meaning amid the

emptiness of New Jersey togeth-
er.

What results is a collection of

daring scenes and witty dialogue
that provides insight on the

issues of mental illness and cap-

italism, as well as the concepts
of family, friendship, home and

love. Garden State is very

episodic in its explorations,
which is a credit to the minimal-

ist structure of character interac-

tions between Braff and

Portman. Indeed, the dynamic
between the two is highly enter-

taining, and although she was

given great dialogue, like her

awkward and politically incor-

rect opening rant about how if

there was a retarded Oscar

Andrew would win, Portman

gives a delightfully hysterical

performance throughout.

Still, Braff's script is the

film's greatest asset, with its

accurate and challenging por-

trayals of launched and lost peo-

ple examining themselves and

each other. The script also offers

an intriguing criticism of mental

pharmaceuticals as a veil to keep
people from exploring life. The

accuracy of the script's argu-
ments was reinforced at the

screening I attended, wherein

audience members of all ages

laughed uproariously at the pic-
ture's oddly-humoured scenes,

like when Andrew and Sam play
a game that requires them to

dodge a falling arrow... that

happens to be on fire. My own

jaw dropped when Andrew

revealed the shocking secret of

his past, and the story's sub-

tleties were as impressive as its

direct challenges.
Braff's direction mirrors his

script. Though it is not always
subtle, the direction does serve a

purpose above and beyond mere

decoration, and merits a second

viewing. More importantly, as

Braff's debut film. Garden

State should be watched with a

precognitive eye for the poten-
tial it has to steer Braff's career

into unique territory.
Garden State should be easy

for any university student to

relate to. The intriguing main

characters, episodic script and

peculiar sense of humour make

this film a must for those who

have ever felt depressed and

lonely after leaving home. As

Portman's character says, "if you

don't laugh at yourself, life is

going to seem a lot longer than

you want it to."

Artsy add-on bonus: Peter

Sarsgaard plays Andrew's grave-

digging friend Mark, who com-

pares himself to Kato Kaelin of

OJ trial fame.

Contributed Photo

Natalie Portman is laughinq at someone being humped by a dog.
But there's nothing funny about it when it happens to you.
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Cord Arts needs

writers

and 1,000 brown M&Ms to fill a

brandy glass, or Ozzy won't go on

stage
cord@wlusp.com



Vanity definitely fair, not quite good
Stefan Sereda

Arts Editor

Vanity
Fair's heroine took

so long to rise that a lot of

interest was dropped along the

way.

Truthfully, the subtitle

William Makepeace Thackeray
attached to his book, "A Novel

Without a Hero," suits this film

quite well. The ambition to make

a movie out of a book that even

Stanley Kubrick said he could

not do justice to runs high, but it

runs out.

Vanity Fair follows Becky

Sharp, played by Reese

Witherspoon, on her adventures

and occasional misadventures up

19th-century Europe's social

ladder. On the way, Miss Sharp
confronts poverty and a bitter

education, becomes a governess

for two different families, finds

and promptly loses infatuation.

falls for a soldier, lives in four

different countries, survives the

Napoleonic wars with a baby in

tow, and graciously accepts

every challenge along the way.

Only some of the filmmakers

have the stamina to keep up with

her.

Finding the hero behind this

picture is difficult indeed.

Surely, it is not Matthew Faulk,

Julian Fellowes or Mark Skeet

for their adaptation that achieves

the status of a would-be epic, or

an epic mess that loses the audi-

ence halfway along Becky's

journey. After a funny, charming
and irony-laden opening, the

script gets lost at sea, with its

abundant characters, subplots,

settings and time shifts all

aboard. And it takes a great deal

of effort from the cast and crew,

but especially on the part of cos-

tume designer Beatrix Aruna

Pasztor and Witherspoon's

always exposed cleavage to

buoy this film along through its

second half.

You will believe that

Gabriel Byrne is pure

bastard when he

publicly chides a

mistress for being
barren.

Indeed, when director Mira

Nair and Witherspoon crank up

the sex appeal in an oddly placed

Bollywood number during the

second half, wandering eyes are

drawn back to the plot from the

art and set direction, which

remained steadily impressive

throughout the film.

Witherspoon
demonstrates the

substance that sets

her apart from her

teenie-bopper
contemporaries.

Also consistent were Mychael
Danna's original score and all of

the performances. Bob Hoskins

is delightful as an old sod of an

undignified aristocrat, and you

will believe Gabriel Byrne is

pure bastard when he publicly
chides a mistress for being bar-

ren and then tells her that every-

one in the house wishes she were

dead.

As promised by the film's

marketing, though, Witherspoon

is the heroine. Exuding an air of

charm, wit, intelligence, regret,

hurt, pride and courage through-

out the film, Witherspoon
demonstrates the substance that

sets her apart from the teenie-

bopper contemporaries of her

generation. The young starlet

maintains her role as a complex

character, as well as an English
accent throughout a movie that

runs for over two hours.

Incidentally, she even became

pregnant to suit the character's

and Nair's demands, though not

for those reasons.

The hair and make-up people

are less reliable, however, in

their failure to change Reese's

appearance throughout a movie

that takes place over twenty

years. The insertion of faux-

hawk haircuts into an early-
Victorian era period piece when

the older actors are scratching at

lice removes even more consis-

tency and credit from the film.

As hard as the heroines and

heroes of Vanity Fair struggle

against- daunting challenges,
overall the film misses the mark

aimed at by its unbridled ambi-

tions.

Artsy add-on bonus: The

words to George Gordon, Lord

Byon's poem, "She Walks in

Beauty," form the lyrics to the

film's opening song.

Contributed Photo

Did the parrot picked up the pretentious dialect used by all the

actors while it was on set? Or is it preoccupied with Reese's chest?
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